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Composition
First Place: Kathryn Skopec, “The Boy Who Looks Up” (Dr. Pivak)

When I met Kai Trobisch a year ago, he did not look like himself. His gentle face, twisted
by fear and uncertainty, was constantly pointed at the floor, and his voluminous hair was grown
long past his shoulder blades; the pitch of his voice sounded high, and he wore feminine
clothing. At this point in time, near the end of his eighth grade year, I thought Kai was a girl. He
introduced himself as “Kate”, not “Kai”, and while our conversation pressed on, he smiled
nervously and struggled to look into my eyes. Despite a strong effort to carry on this simple
conversation, he looked painfully uncomfortable—uncomfortable not only with our
conversation, but with himself.
During the interview for this paper, almost a year after our first encounter, I looked upon
a completely different version of Kai. No longer bearing any resemblance to his former
appearance, Kai carries the physical traits of a conventional teenaged boy: short hair, masculine
clothing, slumped shoulders. What distinguishes Kai from other boys, however, is the fact that he
put himself through a special transition to satisfy his identification with the male gender. Today,
he is clearly a boy; but this was not always immediately apparent. The reason for this stark
reformation comes from the fact that Kai Trobisch is transgender.
Since gender is predominantly determined by an individual’s sex, the vast majority of the
human population abides by the psychological gender that corresponds with their sex. Kai, who
used to be “Kate”, was born in the biological body of a female. He lived as a girl for fourteen
years; but during those fourteen years, he felt isolated and confused because he didn’t know who
he was. He looked at boys and connected with the way they spoke, acted, and appeared. He knew
his sex was female—“girl” had been tacked onto his identity without an option—but his
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thoughts, feelings, and general sensitivities were masculine. Kai explains this by saying, “it gets
complicated, but basically, what’s inside of me—my masculinity—doesn’t match up with what’s
outside of me, which is my female sex.” Kai defied the social assignment of his gender by
coming out as transgender. He did not completely recreate himself when he declared himself a
boy; instead, he merely recreated his outer appearance to align himself with what was already on
the inside.
Kai was born on March 8th, 2000, in the city Springfield, Missouri. He has lived his
entire life in Bolivar, Missouri, a small town located roughly thirty minutes away from
Springfield. At the time of his birth, Kai’s parents were eager to have a daughter. They already
had two sons running around the household, so the promise of a girl created an element of
excitement in the family. His mother, Kim, a high school German teacher, looked forward to
having a mother-daughter relationship with her new child because she had dreamed of mothering
a daughter since she was a teenager. Kai’s father, Stephen, a professor of humanities at Missouri
State University, was almost forty years old at the time of Kai’s conception—he wanted a
daughter before it was too late to have one.
But just a quick glance through Kai’s childhood photographs can lead anyone to realize
he could not have been the girl his family expected. In these photographs, which depict him as a
frail girl wearing skirts and dresses, he is ducking shyly behind his father’s legs, or covering his
face with his hands, or squinting awkwardly into the camera. He admits he had a happy
childhood, but he remembers feeling awkward and ashamed when people looked at him or
snapped his photos.
First he hid himself from cameras, but once he became enrolled in school, he hid himself
from the world. During recess sessions, he sat by himself. Teachers blew their whistles and
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beckoned him to play with other classmates, but he’d just duck away. He never talked in class.
The only place where he felt comfortable talking was at home, where he naturally socialized and
connected with his family. When I asked why he preferred to be alone as a kid—because it’s
such a jarring contrast to his friendly personality today— he struggled to think of an answer
before finally deciding, “I felt safe with my family because I could be myself around them. With
the other kids, I didn’t think they would like me. So it wasn’t worth trying. Being alone felt
safe.” During his early life, Kai didn’t realize he was a boy; he didn’t think of himself in any
regard, even though he spent most of his time by himself.
Kai’s introversion continued up to middle school. In sixth and seventh grade, he worked
diligently to achieve straight A’s. He joined concert band and picked up the flute, which would
later become one of his strongest passions in high school. But despite making these considerable
achievements, he still kept to himself. He tries to justify the isolation by explaining, “the first
two years of middle school, I didn’t know who I was at all.” He felt as if he couldn’t connect
with others because he didn’t even feel like a fragment of who they were. Even now, after
everything that has changed about him, I can still clearly visualize the haunting image of “Kate”
ducking through the halls of my high school, desperate to reach his mother’s classroom without
the faintest amount of detection from anyone—keeping his eyes to the floor, clutching books to
his chest for protection. I thought he lacked confidence within himself, but as it would later be
known, he lacked an actual sense of identity.
Fortunately, in August of his eighth grade year, Kai heard a blurb on the radio that
changed his life forever. His father, driving their family home from a lecture at Missouri State,
was playing KSMU on the radio. KSMU is a public Missouri radio station that airs national talkshow segments about worldwide news and social issues. The show during that evening
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mentioned an issue that brushed briefly upon the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
community. When Kai heard the host say “transgender”, something clicked in his head. He
remembers looking up during that moment and feeling as if his “whole entire life had fallen into
one piece”. The word had only been spoken for one brief second, but in the span of that short
moment, Kai was finally able to identify the existence of his own concrete inwardness. He had
suspected for a while that there was something off about the way he lived with his assigned
gender—but now, he realized he was living as the wrong one.
In early May of the next year, after doing months of research, Kai came out to his family.
He and his parents were resting in a rural cemetery after a day-long bike ride. Kai started the
conversation by simply saying, “I don’t want to be a girl,” but before he could explain himself
further, he began to weep. His parents didn’t know what he was trying to say, but they cried too,
hugging who they thought was their daughter and saying things like, “You don’t have to be one.”
Then, once Kai had composed himself and explained his desire to be transgendered, they
immediately expressed their full love and support. Without open-minded parents like them, Kai
doesn’t know where he would be today.
Kai started to look up. The day after coming out to his family, he went to Springfield and
bought new clothes. He cut his hair; his long, sinuous, incongruent mop was entirely chopped
off, rendering his appearance in the mirror as fitting and meaningful. A few months later, when
he started high school as a freshman (and me as a senior), I wondered, passing by his mother’s
classroom, if I would see “Kate” ghosting through the hallways, staring at the floor with that
unsettling expression of mortification. But I was thinking of the wrong person. Kai Trobisch is a
happy, confident boy who now walks through Bolivar High School with the company of friends,
looking upbeat and eager for the future. Now that he has created himself, he lives with meaning
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and purpose. He has formed powerful friendships, joined numerous clubs at school, and
discovered new passions. Kai has made a full connection with himself and the world; he will
never look down again.
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Composition
Second Place: Ellie Walters, “‘It’s a Reinforcement of Some of Our
Ideals’: Star Trek and Its Influence on the Kids of the 60s” (Dr. Denny)

Introduction
In 1966, the original Star Trek television series aired on NBC. It is easy to see the
influence of the show in American culture. Captain Kirk and his science officer Spock are easily
recognized even by people who have never seen an episode in their lives. Almost everyone
knows what the phrase “Beam me up, Scotty” refers to. Although not everyone would consider
themselves “Trekkies,” or “Trekkers,” as many fans prefer to be known as, the pervasiveness of
Star Trek in our culture is undeniable.
When Gene Roddenberry pitched the idea of Star Trek to NBC executives, it was
presented as a ‘“Wagon train to the stars’” (Bernardi, 1997, p. 214). It was an adventure through
space, meeting new kinds of aliens, and seeing human struggles played out in a new setting. The
sci-fi setting gave Roddenberry the freedom to address social and political issues of the time. The
writers and producers used the show as a commentary on things such as society, politics, foreign
policy, humanity, and technology. Numerous scholars have analyzed episodes of Star Trek and
how they relate to the Vietnam War, the Cold War, and race issues of the 1960’s. One of the
producers was asked in 1992 if they had knowingly inserted anti-war themes in an episode. The
producer, Robert Justman, just said “‘Of course we did’” (Franklin, 1994, p. 26).
How does Star Trek address these important issues of its time? Star Trek first aired in
1966 and ended in 1969, an extremely turbulent period of time for America. Gene Roddenberry
and the other creators of the show believed in a liberal-humanistic vision. According to Yousefi,
Yousefy, and Keshtiaray (2015), the basic idea is that man is capable of anything. People have
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the ability to progress humanity. Each person, given limitless freedom, can lead a full and
productive life. However, liberal-humanism is idealistic and often causes contradictions,
according to Bernardi (1997). Still, it was through this world view that the world of Star Trek
was born. According to Sarantakes (2005), the United Federation of Planets is Star Trek’s
representation of an ideal United States. The writers believed that the United States is capable of
becoming free of prejudice, war, and being a positive force in the world. The Federation is the
best of humanity (and aliens). Sarantakes points out that this does not mean that the writers
agreed with U.S. foreign policies or the treatment of race in the country. Often, they criticized
these things while trying to show the viewers a more optimistic future.
Treatment of Race
Star Trek was one of the first television series to address the issue of race. Although the
captain of the starship Enterprise is a white male, and a lot of the color was in the background,
the crew of the Enterprise was one of the first racially-integrated casts to be shown on television.
Bernardi (1997) writes about race and liberal-humanism in Star Trek. He says that “racial
harmony and tolerance were to be the norm rather than the exception in the on-going Star Trek
universe” (p. 214). Roddenberry’s cast included First Lieutenant Uhura, the black female
communications officer, Sulu, the Japanese-American helmsman, Scotty, the Scottish chief of
engineering, Russian navigation officer Chekov, and a half-alien science officer and second-incommand, Spock, along with European-Americans Nurse Chapel, Captain Kirk, and Dr. McCoy.
Many background actors around the ship were also ethnically diverse. “Though dominantly
white, this was an integrated cast for 1960s network television,” according to Bernardi (p. 216).
We’ve made more progress toward racial integration since 1966 and some could argue that the
mostly white male-dominated crew of the Enterprise was not diverse enough. However, it was
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unprecedented to see a few diverse, non-stereotypical characters doing important work at this
time. It led the way for more extensive integration later.
Although Star Trek contains some contradictions regarding the treatment of race, it did
break down racial barriers. One of the most talked about moments in Star Trek is the kiss
between Kirk and Uhura in the episode “Plato’s Stepchildren.” Kirk, Spock, and McCoy are
trapped on a planet whose inhabitants possess telepathic and telekinetic abilities. Uhura and
Nurse Chapel are beamed down to the planet against their will. The planet’s inhabitants use the
crew for entertainment, and as leverage to persuade McCoy to stay on the planet as their doctor.
They force Spock and Nurse Chapel to kiss multiple times. Then, after fighting it as long as
possible, we see Kirk and Uhura inches apart. As they kiss, we only see the back of Uhura’s
head. Although the kiss was only implied, it was the first interracial kiss aired on television.
Another famous moment is when Star Trek fan Martin Luther King, Jr., visited with Nichelle
Nichols, who plays the role of Uhura. According to PBS, Nichols was frustrated by the lack of
dialogue her character was given. Trained as a Broadway actress, she thought about resigning the
show to get her chance to shine singing and dancing in a Broadway role. King talked her out of
it. She remembers King saying to her, “‘You have the first important non-traditional, nonstereotypical role… You are changing the minds of people across the world, because for the first
time, through you, we see ourselves and what can be’” (PBS, 2014, para. 3). Additionally,
George Takei, playing the part of Sulu, was the first non-stereotypical Asian role. Star Trek
showed viewers that it is okay to not be white. It is still possible to do something extraordinary.
While Star Trek had an integrated cast, the writers often contradict themselves on issues
regarding race. The famous interracial kiss was only implied, for example. Sulu’s character was
not the stereotypical servant that many Asians on television were portrayed as. Bernardi points
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out that his character, however, shows him act more white than Asian. He likes French culture
more than Japanese customs. In order for him to fit in, the writers made him lose his Asian
identity. He is also never the main focus of an episode. Uhura’s importance in an episode was
often cut out by the time the final draft of the script was done (Bernardi 1997, p. 217-218).
Star Trek and the Vietnam War
Star Trek also addressed the Vietnam War in several episodes. The writers were mainly
against the war. Sarantakes (2005) notes that many people involved with the show signed an
anti-war petition, including Roddenberry himself (p. 90). However, the writers of the show
understood that by the time the U.S. and its citizens realized the trouble they were in, there was
no good way to get out of it. Franklin (1994) sets up a timeline. In 1964, when Roddenberry was
putting together the proposal for Star Trek, President Johnson was claiming that U.S. ships had
been attacked by North Vietnam in the Gulf of Tonkin. Though this claim was false, it allowed
Johnson to put troops in Vietnam. In February of 1965, the U.S. government started an extensive
bombing of North Vietnam. When Star Trek aired over a year later, the U.S. was in a full-scale
war. The climax of the war was between the spring of 1967 and the beginning of 1969, when
four episodes of Star Trek, explicitly dealing with the war were aired. When the series ended in
June of 1969, it seemed all hope was lost in the long, bloody war (p. 25). Understanding the
timeline of Vietnam is crucial to understanding how the opinions of the public and the portrayal
of the war changed.
The episode “A Private Little War,” which aired in February of 1968, addresses the
Vietnam War most openly out of any episode. The Klingon Empire, the rival of the Federation,
is written to parallel the Soviet Union. In this episode, the Klingons secretly provide weapons to
one of two warring groups on a planet Kirk had once visited. Kirk’s friend Tyree, the leader of
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the unarmed group, was watching his people being slaughtered. Kirk finds the planet in disarray
and offers to arm Tyree’s people. He refuses at first, not wanting to see his people become
killers. Even though his wife betrays him, Tyree is infuriated when the other side kills her. Kirk
gives his people just enough firepower to keep, in his words, a “balance of power.” In Franklin’s
(1994) analysis, he believes this allegory shows the public’s changing viewpoints about the war.
When the war was being fought more covertly, it was a moral dilemma, but one the U.S. felt they
had to suffer through. Sarantakes (2005) looks at the writing process of the script, which was a
long and difficult collaborative process. His analysis shows that the writers do not condone the
war. They feel that there is no good solution to the problem at hand, so the U.S. decided the best
course of action was to balance the power.
As the research suggests, Star Trek addresses deep and powerful themes of its time
period, but it also looks toward a hopeful future. Many imaginations have been captivated by the
futuristic world. According to McGettigan (2012), Martin Cooper, inventor of the cell phone,
came up with the idea after watching Star Trek when he saw the Enterprise crew’s
communicators). A panel of Smithsonian experts talks about how Star Trek is still relevant. The
panel reflects on some scientific developments that have resulted from Star Trek. The Bigelow
Expandable Activity Module developed for the International Space Station resulted from the
imaginations of fans (Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, 2013). IBM’s
supercomputer Watson is also partially the result of a Star Trek dream. According to
McGettigan, one of Watson’s key developers David Ferruci wanted to create a computer like the
one on the Enterprise that can have a conversation with the user. As a sociologist, McGettigan
speculates that fantasy such as Star Trek very well can become realities, as we can see. The
imagination take the technology we see in Star Trek and uses it to make the future happen.
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What if this phenomenon can happen with more than technological advancements? Gene
Roddenberry and the other creators of the show crafted an ideal future using their liberalhumanist outlook and allegories addressing issues of the time. What if viewers growing up in the
time Star Trek aired have also adopted these views and hopes for the future? What if through
shows such as Star Trek, we can make a brighter future in the same way the cell phone was
created through the imagination in the show?

Methods
In what ways has Star Trek’s version of its present and vision of the future impacted the
show’s viewers? To answer this question, I conducted interviews with people I know. Some are
fans of the show and some are not. This section outlines how, when, where, and with whom the
interviews were conducted.
Research Setting
The setting of my research is my hometown, Kokomo, Indiana, and the surrounding area.
Kokomo is a fairly small midwestern city. Kokomo was a center of Ku Klux Klan (KKK)
activity for a long time. According to Johnson (1995), the famous induction of Grand Dragon
D.C. Stephenson took place in Kokomo July 4, 1923. Scholars speculate that it was the largest
KKK event in history, bringing together tens of thousands of people. Although racial prejudice is
seen much less in Kokomo today, it was prevalent for many years. Kokomo has very little racial
diversity, and the town’s history could be a factor as to why. From my observations of growing
up there, the surrounding area is generally more rural and the people are generally more
conservative. I attended a county school in the area, where one of my participants works. The
area has a very strong Christian influence as well.
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Participants
Star Trek fan interviews. Participant 1 is the media center director at my former high
school. She was 63 at the time of the interview. She grew up in northern Indiana in the
Mishawaka/Granger area. She has lived in the Kokomo/Sharpsville area for approximately 35
years. Her political views tend to be conservative, like many people in the area. This interview
was conducted via email.
Participants 2 and 3 are a married couple. They live in the same neighborhood I grew up
in. My family met them several years ago through their niece, who is one of my good friends. At
the time of the interview, Participant 2 was 59 and Participant 3 was 57. Participant 2 grew up in
southern and central Illinois. As a kid, Participant 3 lived in both Kansas City, Missouri, and
Kansas City, Kansas, as well as Oklahoma City before moving to the Chicago area during his
high school years. The couple has lived in the Kokomo area for about 21 years. Participant 2
tends to lean conservatively politically. Participant 3 describes himself as a “strong
Republican.” I interviewed them together at their house one evening.
Non-fan interviews. The first non-fan I interviewed, Participant 4, was 56 years old at
the time of the interview. She is a friend of my parents from church. She grew up in Anderson,
Indiana, as well as Kokomo. Including approximate eight years she lived in Kokomo when she
was a child, she has lived in Kokomo for about 45 or 46 years. She is a Republican. I conducted
this interview over the phone.
Participant 5 was the second non-fan. She was 56 at the time of the interview. She lives
in the neighborhood I grew up in and has known my parents for years. She grew up in Superior,
Wisconsin, but has lived in Kokomo for 16 years. She is a Republican. This interview was
conducted through email.
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Data Collection
To answer the research question, I created a set of interview questions. These questions
were designed to gauge how participants feel about certain issues that were important in Star
Trek, such as the Cold War, the Vietnam War, foreign policy, and race relations. Since the
participants have all lived through the time period, I asked them what it was like to grow up
during that time. Their experiences could be important in how they think about things now. For
fans, I asked them about their favorite episodes to see if it happened to coincide with a wellknown allegory about any of the issues above. I also asked fans about how they feel the show has
impacted their lives. For those who are not fans, I asked them questions designed to find out
what they think Star Trek. This should tell me how the others outside of the fanbase see the show
and why it doesn’t appeal to everyone. By comparing the answers of fans and non-fans, I should
be able to determine if Star Trek has influenced the beliefs of its fans. For the list of questions,
see Appendix A.
Data Analysis
With the data I collected, I looked for common themes and responses between fans, and
for common themes and responses between the non-fans. I looked for any similarities between
fans and non-fans, and for any major differences. I looked episodes and scenes fans said were
their favorites. If these episodes or scenes contain a certain allegory, I looked at how this relates
to their opinions on the issue the allegory addresses.I also asked fans questions regarding race,
which is why the setting is so important. I looked to see if the setting had any impact on their
views regarding race. Similarly, I asked about some political issues, and I looked for connections
between the participants’ political leanings and their response to the political issues.
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Findings
In this section, I will discuss what I found in conducting interviews.
Fans
What fans enjoy about the show. Participant 1 said that “we did watch it a lot because
my dad enjoyed it.” Though she describes the show now as “seem[ing] a little corny,” she still
likes to watch it. “It ended up growing on you,” she said. Participant 3 said that “I watched
reruns… never when it was in the 60’s.” Participant 2 did watch it a lot when it was airing, but
agreed that she mostly watched reruns. Participants 2 and 3 have always enjoyed the show. Their
kids grew up with Star Trek. Participant 3 said “our kids are all Star Trek fans.”
Participants 1 and 2 said one of their favorite episodes was “The Trouble with Tribbles.”
Participants 1 and 3 also agreed that the episode “The City of the Edge of Forever” was another
favorite moment. Participant 1 also enjoyed “the interaction between non-emotional Spock and
Bones or Scotty.” Participant 3 also talked about “The Menagerie,” a two part episode with the
Enterprise’s previous captain, Pike.
Perceived impact of Star Trek on fan’s lives. Participant 1 stated that “I am not sure it
has any impact on my life today.” She recognized that there were “some of the social issues
being addressed at the time, although they were subtle,” but did not feel it had any impact on the
way she views things. She noted that “it did make you think. Made you think ‘What if?’” At the
time, the U.S. was trying to get to the moon, but space exploration and technology was “in its
infancy.” Star Trek fueled the imagination and gave her a lot to think about. She also pointed out
the show’s importance in technology. “So much of things that were on the show then have
almost become a reality,” she says. “Electronic devices. Our ‘Flip Phones’ so much like their
transporters. Electronic eyes to open doors. Bluetooth headphones or devices in the ears. Things
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that were crude prototypes of items that we now take for granted,” to name a few examples.
Even if this particular fan does not perceive any direct impact on her life, she recognizes the
impact the show has had in general.
Participants 2 and 3 said that Star Trek has had an impact on their lives. Participant 2
explained, “I think every episode had a moral, and they were good morals, usually. And so, I
think that kind of influenced us.” Participant 3 agreed, saying that “it had a lesson to be learned
at the end of each episode.” Both also said that they feel the show impacted them in the way that
they were exposed to people that were different from them. According to Participant 2, “you got
used to seeing strange looking people, and liking them, you know? And so you weren’t afraid of
strange people because of that.” Participant 3 added that “they all had skills, so it was about
people having skills rather than perpetuating prejudices…You didn’t think about their ethnic
groups at all…You thought about their jobs and how well they performed their jobs.” Although
Participant 1 does not believe Star Trek has had much of an influence on her life, she did
mention that it also made her think “What if we could get along with others that were different
from us?” When asked if Star Trek has influenced how they view politics, humanity, and the
world, Participant 3 said that “it’s a reinforcement of some of our ideals.” Participant 2 agreed,
saying that “it’s a factor” in how she views things. Participant 3 also knows the show well
enough “to the extent to where we can draw parallels between Star Trek and the U.S. and Star
Trek and the world.”
Other common themes. A common theme in the fans’ responses to the question about
the role of the U.S. in the world is that they believe the U.S. should be an example to other
countries. Participant 1 said that “So many third world countries look in admiration at the U.S.”
Participant 3 commented that “we have the ability to be a shining city on the hill, as President
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Reagan would say, to be an example to the rest of the world.” Participant 2 agreed, adding that
“third world countries, they look to the United States to protect them. They look to the U.S.
first.” In addition, all three fans mentioned that Star Trek featured a lot of ethnic diversity for the
time. Participants 1 and 3 made sure to mention that the show was groundbreaking as far as
showing non-stereotypical characters of non-European white backgrounds.
Non-fans
Common themes. About the extent of what the non-fans know about the show is that
Spock is a character and it is set in space. They recognized that it is a show for science fiction
fans, though science fiction doesn’t interest them. Participant 5 stated that she “could not relate
to the characters.” Neither participant grew up in an area with any racial diversity. They both felt
like they were sheltered from the problems. Participant 4 recalls being “pretty protected, it was
pretty simple.” She says that “we didn’t go out a lot… There just wasn’t a reason to go out a lot.”
Participant 5 stated that she “was not impacted by many of the ‘hot topics’ in the U.S.” Another
similarity is that when asked about what has influenced their views the most, they both
specifically mentioned their parents and their “upbringing.”
Similarities and differences between fans and non-fans
Similarities. None of the participants seem to know much about the Cold War. One
participant didn’t comment on it. Two said that they don’t know much about it. Participants 2
and 3 remember the Berlin Wall coming down. Participant 3 knows a little how the U.S. came to
a strained peace with Russia. Other than that, no one could talk about the Cold War very much.
It seems that all of the participants have roughly the same idea of what role the U.S.
should plan in the world. Every participant except Participant 5 mentioned the U.S. having
freedoms that people in other countries “can only dream about,” in the words of Participant 1.
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Participants 2, 3, and 5 all mention the U.S. being peacekeepers and a superpower. No one was
exposed to a lot of race issues. Participants 2 and 3 could each mention one incident when they
were growing up that they were not a part of personally. Participants 2 and 5 also both mentioned
specifically feeling bad about the Vietnam veterans being treated poorly after they came back
from war. It was the first time in our history that veterans did not get respect. As far as memories
of Vietnam, Participants 1 and 4 remember very little about it. Participant 4 remembers her
father having a POW bracelet as a way of supporting missing troops. She said many people had
the bracelets, but also remembers a lot of people never did come back. Participant 5 remembers
the Vietnam war very well and said that “Viet Nam was scary - it went on way too long.”
Participant 3 called it “an unwinnable war.” He believes it was one of the most important events
of the 60’s as well.
Differences. There are a lot of similar answers themes between fans and non-fans.
However, while all three fans credited Star Trek with showing them racial diversity, and
accepting people who are different as being important, neither non-fan discussed it much. When
asked about their views on race relations, they simply said that they were not exposed to any
issues. While all of the participants have a similar sense of what role the U.S. plays, Participant 5
said that she believes the “we need to take a stronger approach toward the terrorists.” However,
she doesn’t mention leadership like all three fans. Participant 1 commented that “I still think we
should take a leadership role in some way. Someone will if we don’t.” Participants 2 and 3 agree
that the U.S. should be taking more of a lead. “We’re not the shining example so much
anymore,” Participant 2 explained. A part of the conversation follows:
Participant 3: The U.S. could be an example like Star Trek and do those types of things,
but I don’t think we see it as our…
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Participant 2: As our destiny.
Participant 3: As our destiny anymore. But you know, not the stuff we do for good, you
know, is being diminished. We’re not taking a leadership role in the world as much as we have in
the past.

Discussion
This research has tried to determine how Star Trek has influenced its fans.
Fans
What the fans enjoy about the show. For the fans I talked to, Star Trek is really a
family thing for them. Participant 1 grew up watching it with her family. Participant 2 recalls her
older cousin being a huge fan and telling her all about the show. She said her cousin “wrote
down every word, and had the dialogue all written out.” Participants 2 and 3 also raised their
kids with Star Trek. They can discuss it with their children and they enjoy watching the movies
together. I was not expecting to see a connection between Star Trek and spending time with
family, but for these fans there seems to be one. This finding is not surprising, however. In my
own life, it was memories of watching Star Trek with my father that sparked my interest in the
show. Participant 5 mentioned that one reason she never watched Star Trek was because “none
of my friends watched it.” This data shows that family and friends have a significant influence
on what television show people watch.
“The Trouble with Tribbles” is a popular episode. This episode draws on the Cold War
fear of Russian spies permeating society. However, that wasn’t what Participant 2 remembered
about it. She said “it’s so funny.” Although most participants had little to nothing to say about
the Cold War, and could have simply not understood the allegory, it is possible that the humor in
this episode simply overshadows the Cold War theme. If this is true, then the humor in other
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episodes could have overshadowed deeper themes for viewers watching it as kids, meaning the
allegories could be much less effective than the writers of the show meant them to be. Participant
1 even said about the show that “Sometimes it is more in retrospect that you realize what
something is actually trying to say.” This raises interesting questions about what the fans missed
watching the show as children that they realize now.
The episode “The City on the Edge of Forever,” also a favorite, was mentioned in
Franklin (1994)’s analysis of Star Trek and Vietnam. Franklin sees the episode as “a parable
suggesting that the peace movement directed against the U.S. war in Vietnam, no matter how
noble, alluring, and idealistic in its motivation, might pose a danger to the progressive course of
history,” (p. 27). He goes on to say that this episode reflects the opinion that “sometimes it is
necessary to engage in ugly, distasteful action, such as waging remorseless warfare,” (p. 27). He
means that even though everyone wants peace, the episode conveyed to viewers that sometimes
peace must come through force first. Participant 3, who said this episode was one of his
favorites, also talked about the uneasy peace with Russia, which he says was achieved by “a
doctrine called mutually assured destruction.” He explains that this means “if you come after us,
we are going to destroy you utterly. And that, unfortunately, kept the peace. It was… a perilous
peace, but it kept the peace. And naturally, we knew that if we attacked them, they were going to
destroy us.” He understands very well that sometimes peace comes with a cost. It is impossible
to be certain, but it is a possibility that watching this episode as a kid helped him to learn this
hard lesson.
The fans all talked about diversity. This much is supported by the interviews. Star Trek is
was clearly important in exposing them to different kinds of people that they would have not
otherwise seen growing up in conservative, mostly white areas. I can’t necessarily prove this,
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though I felt through talking with the fans that they have a strong sense of acceptance of
humanity simply for the sake of them being human. This acceptance of others is possibly the
most important lesson to be learned from Star Trek, since all three mentioned it, even though one
fan doesn’t even feel the show impacted her life.
Non-fans
Common themes. Both non-fans know that Spock is an important character. Why Spock
though? He is the only alien the audience sees on the crew. One possible explanation is that
Spock is recognizable as different by his ears. I find it interesting that both non-fans mentioned
the exact words “my parents” and “my upbringing” as some of the most important influences on
them. Since these two participants were heavily influenced by their families and how they were
raised, is it possible that not only Star Trek could influence fans, but also the family members
that watch it with them? As stated above, watching Star Trek was a family affair for many
people. Future research could look into this connection. People who watch Star Trek with their
children could already have a slightly different outlook on things that not only allow them to
enjoy the show, but influence their children in the same way I believed the show alone could do.
Similarities and differences between fans and non-fans
Similarities. It is very startling to me that no one remembers much about the Cold War.
It could be because of the area or the general feeling of isolation from the issues. Bringing up the
treatment of veterans after the Vietnam War was also surprising to me. They believed that the
veterans were treated very unfairly. I think it would be an interesting study to look into how most
people of this generation feel about Vietnam veterans. I do believe the view about how the U.S.
is a land of freedom and an advocate for peace is a product of their generation. It is a slightly
idealistic view, however. It is also important to mention that every single participant either
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identifies themselves as Republican or conservative. This is probably because of the area in
which they all live.
Differences. Fans all want to see the U.S. take more of a leadership role in the world.
Participant 3 even stated that the country could be more like the Federation in Star Trek. This
data shows that there is a clear impact on how fans see what the world could be. They seem to be
optimistic in believing that good could come from the U.S. doing more to help lead the world.
They also believe in tolerance of others, as seen in their responses regarding racial diversity.
Participant 1 even added that “we must realize that we ARE a blending pot with different
cultures, taste, backgrounds, and history. What works for us may not work for other parts of the
world.” She knows that although she wants the U.S. to lead more, we still have to let other
countries have their own cultures. Participants 2 and 3 also seemed to understand this distinction,
since they talked about the “prime directive” in Star Trek. The prime directive forbids Starfleet
from interfering in the culture, development, and history of a world. Although Starfleet does go
out and explore and help where needed, they don’t want to take away the cultures of other
places. Although it is entirely possible that non-fans understand this just as well, they did not
mention it. The research indicates that Star Trek fans have a very good understanding of this
concept. If people who lead us have a sense of these difficult concepts, I wonder if the world
would look any different.

Conclusion
It is apparent that Star Trek is important in American culture, whether one is a fan or not.
One limitation of my research is that it was impossible to interview a wider, more
representative range of interviewees. It doesn’t necessarily represent the opinions of the whole
population, since I was only able to interview a few people in a certain part of the country.
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Another limitation was that the part of the country I was focused on was my hometown, which is
almost 600 miles away from the college I am at now. This made getting interviews set up very
challenging. Time was a challenge as well. I had a very limited time to collect interviews in
person if I didn’t conduct them via email or phone call. Everyone who was interviewed is
someone I know personally. The interviewees include a high school teacher and family friends. It
didn’t affect my findings, as far as I can tell, but future researchers could design it to be more
objective. I also should have asked Star Trek fans what influenced their views the most. I asked
how the show has influenced them, but I found that it was hard to compare it to the non-fans,
who were simply asked about what influenced them most.
Future researchers could conduct the same kind of interview, but on a larger scale with a
more diverse group of participants. More research of this kind could also be conducted with later
series, such as The Next Generation, which contains many more allegories pertaining to its time.
Since the Star Trek era is still fairly recent history, we are just recently seeing its effects
on the generation that grew up with it. Many analyses have been made in regard to the show, and
many more can be and will be made in the future. This project, however, was about seeing the
effects on the people who love it.
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Appendix A: Interview Questions
For fans
How old were you when Star Trek premiered? Did you watch it a lot?
What is your favorite episode or scene from the show? Or what is your favorite aspect of the
show?
What kind of impact did the show have on you growing up?
What impact does it have on your life today?
What was it like to grow up in the late 60’s?
What are your views about the Vietnam War? The Cold War? Race relations?
What role do you believe the U.S. plays in the world? What role should it play?
What do you think the underlying message of Star Trek is?
How has Star Trek influenced your views on politics, humanity, etc?
For non-fans
How much do you know about Star Trek?
What is your perception of Star Trek and its fans?
Why didn’t you watch it, or why would you say you are not a fan?
What TV shows did you watch growing up?
What was it like to grow up in the late 60’s?
What are your views about the Vietnam War? The Cold War? Race relations?
What role do you believe the U.S. plays in the world? What role should they play?
What do you feel has influenced your views on politics, war, race, humanity, etc, the most?
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Creative Writing
First Place: Christina Litherland, “At Dusk” (Dr. Denny)

The time between sunset and sundown,
Is marked
By the emergence of honest truths,
Shielded by the night
We become blinded to the irritations of the day.
We converse freely with one another,
Exposing our wrongs with carefree hearts
Nature gives us these unblemished moments
Only to see us destroy,
As a group,
What in our most
Uninhibited moments
We would have rallied
Individually
To preserve
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Creative Writing
Second Place: Shelby Janet Weitz, “Due Date” (Dr. Emery)

Time awaits, eagerly, two types of ends.
It chose to coat, with red, this rhyme.
Alarming red, of light, that bends,
The first, the worst, of type 1 time.

A cancer, sitting, bulging bigger.
Like a date whispering, “sooner.”
The guilt that crushes every sinner,
Or frantic Jimmy late for dinner.

Flashing red within my head,
It’s screaming loud, “you must remember!”
And as he smells the juicy roast,
His mother shouts, “Go straight to bed!”

And two, the dew crystallized on grass,
There, but easily forgotten.
The same as one but thought of last
Because it was almost forgotten.

We choose when time will scold our rhyme
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And when to see a red light bright.

And as we prepare for the next,
The one before fades out of sight.
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Fine Arts
First Place: Sarah Gravis, “Exam 2: Egyptian Art”(Professor Frew)

Surrounding the Nile, the longest river in the world, on either side is Egypt, a country
with a very rich ancient history. For thousands of years, Egypt was one of the most advanced
civilizations in the world. Today, many consider the most defining features of ancient Egyptian
culture to be its distinct art and architecture, both of which were also very important to people of
the time during which they were created. Egyptians' art documented everything from their
everyday duties, to their rulers, to their gods; and much of their most distinct architecture had
religious or symbolic significance. From dynasty to dynasty, sculptures, paintings and reliefs,
and architectural structures were reflective of Egyptian values and telling of their culture.
Compare/Contrast #1: Two Sculptures
Two distinctive sculptures from Egypt are Seated Scribe and Colossal Figure of
Akhenaten, which are both known for subverting Egyptian conventionality in their own ways.
Seated Scribe, from around 2450-2325 BCE in the Fifth Dynasty, was found in Saqqara and is
made of painted limestone; its eyes are crystal, calcite, and magnesite in copper. Colossal
Figure of Akhenaten is from the Amarna Period; it was built near Karnak out of sandstone with
possible polychromy. Both pieces have very unique features both formally and conceptually and
are very important to their respective eras.
There are certain aspects of Seated Scribe that hold true to normal Egyptian style, such as
the fact that his shoulders are squared and to the front. Although there are many ways in which
he was subversive to the conventions to which specifically royal art was held, he was not
necessarily subversive to other art of the time, which often depicted workers in their lines of
duty. This can be seen from his less idealized, more portrait-like facial features, his non-athletic
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body, the fact that he is shown in the act of doing his job rather than standing stoically, and the
fact that his eyes are not centered. Conceptually, Seated Scribe depicts a scribe, someone of
non-royal standing, in the act of doing his work. His non-muscular body and slightly distended
stomach demonstrate how little he did active work for his job – he spent most of his time sitting
still. His face is meant to look attentive, and his features are so particular that many think Seated
Scribe is an actual portrait of a scribe named Kai, whose tomb stood close to where the statue
was discovered. Some scholars believe the off-center eyes might indicate that the scribe is
making eye contact with someone or focusing on something, although it may have just been a
mistake on the artist's part. Seated Scribe is certainly one of the most important pieces from its
era. It shows that, although the Egyptians did have a very particular style when it came to royal
portraits, they were capable of more dégagé work depicting everyday activities. It also helps to
imply that Egyptians deliberately made the stylistic choices they did, whether the artists formed a
more natural-looking figure doing work or a more symbolic, idealistically athletic and godlike
royal, maybe in order to show varying importance of different people.
Similar to Seated Scribe, Colossal Figure of Akhenaten also subverts the Egyptian canon
of proportions and conventionality, although to a much greater degree. Unlike Seated Scribe,
which only differs from the art of its time in certain ways, Colossal Figure of Akhenaten was like
nothing seen before in Egypt at the time of its creation. In the piece, Akhenaten is not shown
with an idealized body; he is not muscular and is instead sculpted with curves, soft features, and
a long, thin, somewhat abstracted face. Like Seated Scribe, his body is not athletic at all;
however, Akhenaten was royalty, not a mere scribe, which made it all the more unusual for him
to have his likeness crafted in such a way. He appears much frailer than the subject of the other
piece because of his small arms and thin face. Also, while Seated Scribe's slightly drooping
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stomach was included to suit his line of work, it was very unconventional for a ruler to be
sculpted in a non-idealized way. Colossal Figure of Akhenaten's form seems androgynous,
meaning the subject has a mixture of feminine and masculine features, as opposed to the clear
masculinity of the other piece. All of these features are somewhat jarring when combined with
the very conventional shepherd's staff and flail held in either hand, which still indicated almost
supernatural power over the kingdom. This piece was incredibly important to its time, because it
signaled a drastic separation from Egyptian artistic tradition. While Seated Scribe differed only
from traditional royal art but not from art depicting workers, Colossal Figure of Akhenaten
subverted all previous Egyptian art. While in power, Akhenaten drastically changed much about
the kingdom, such as the religion and the capital; he rebuilt the entire system to be centered
around the sun god Aten; this is indicative in much art from the time. Maybe the distortions in
the piece were meant to rebel against any conventions that were tied to Egypt's previous religion.
Seated Scribe and Colossal Figure of Akhenaten are both important sculptures of their
eras because of what their formal elements and concepts imply about Egyptian art and
conventionality. Seated Scribe is similar to other pieces depicting workers of the time and
subverts the style used on sculptures of rulers, whereas Colossal Figure of Akhenaten is
completely different from any Egyptian art before and after the Amarna Period. Both show how
important certain symbolism and the canon of proportions were to the Egyptians, because they
show how recognizable it is when pieces deviate from that norm.
Compare Contrast #2: Two Reliefs
Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt and Akhenaten and His Family are two important
reliefs from different times in Egypt, one being recognizably reliant on traditional aspects of
Egyptian art and the other being nothing of the sort. Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt is a
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piece of painted limestone relief from the Fifth Dynasty; it was found in Saqqara. Akhenaten
and His Family is from the Eighteenth Dynasty, the Amarna Period, and was also a painted
limestone relief. The piece is from what is now Tell el-Amarna. Both pieces show important
artistic choices in style and concept for their times.
There is much about Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt that signifies the artistic
traditions of the time and place. The most important figure in the piece, Ti, a wealthy member of
the royal court, is large, strong, stylized, and still, whereas the hunters are smaller and in more
realistic, active poses. A series of vertical lines make up the background. Although Ti, the
hunters, their boats, and the creatures in the image are shown from the side, the river is shown
from a bird's-eye view. This use of composite pose is meant to make everything more
recognizable. In particular, Ti is quite noticeably in composite pose. The difference in size
between Ti and the hunters is clearly hierarchical scale, meaning it is meant to show the
difference in importance between the officer Ti and those of lower standing. The image depicts
a hippopotamus hunt, although Ti himself is not hunting, but, rather, is overseeing the hunt.
Hippopotamuses were being hunted because they represented the god of chaos, Seth, and were
additionally a general nuisance to Egyptian farmers. In addition to the clear hierarchical scale,
the difference in importance between Ti and the hunters is shown by their difference in position.
Ti is strong, still, and stylized. To contrast, the hunters are in active, natural positions; they are
defined by their labor. The vertical lines in the background represent a series of papyrus straws.
This piece is important to the era because it clearly demonstrates so many of the conventions of
Egyptian art at the time. It also shows the kind of work that went into decorating tombs for the
comfort of the ka, and gives an insight into the various duties of people living at that time.
While Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt is very traditionally formed and styled,
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Akhenaten and His Family barely has any tradition in it whatsoever. The canon of proportions is
essentially thrown out in this piece; the two large figures do not appear to be idealistically
proportioned or young. The arrangement of the figures is not lined up or organized as in the
other piece: one small figure is in Akhenaten's hands, while the two others sit on his wife
Nefertiti's shoulder and lap. The figures are also much freer in gesture rather than stiff, and the
piece is full of curves that contrast traditional rigidity. Another stylistic difference is that this
piece is a sunken relief, in which the figures are carved into the background, whereas the other is
a bas relief, in which the background is carved away and the figures protrude. At the center top
of the piece, a disc is surrounded by extending lines. There are remnants of the tradition used in
the other piece in this subversive piece, particular hierarchical scale, which is shown in that
Akhenaten and Nefertiti are much larger in scale than their children. Also, there are elements of
composite pose, such as the front-facing torsos and side-facing head and legs, although the
overlap in the legs appears more natural than in other Egyptian pieces. Conceptually, this piece
depicts a family scene rather than a hunting scene, as in the other piece, although both pieces
depict people of high class in their everyday lives. Unlike the other piece, the importance of the
figures is not dictated by their physical movement. Every figure in the piece is active regardless
of relative importance. The piece shows an interesting closeness of family interaction unseen
before in Egyptian art. The disc at the top of the piece represents Aten, the sun god, and the lines
coming out of the disc represent his life-giving rays. This piece is important to its time because
it is demonstrative of many of the values held by Akhenaten, the Amarna Period ruler, who made
many radical changes while in power. In contrast with Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt,
which signifies the conventional Egyptian style in almost every way, Akhenaten and His Family
signifies drastic separation from those conventions. It also shows the importance of the new
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religion instituted by Akhenaten at that time – Aten was at the center of the pharaoh, the queen,
and their family.
As two pieces very particular to the styles of their respective times, Ti Watching a
Hippopotamus Hunt and Akhenaten and His Family are two very important Egyptian relief
pieces. Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt adheres strictly to Egyptian convention, while
Akhenaten and His Family seems to do all it can to avoid tradition. Together they show how far
removed Akhenaten's system was from previous and later rulers.
Compare/Contrast #3: Two Architectural Structures
Two important types of architecture in Egypt were step pyramids and pyramids, two
different types of tombs. The Step Pyramid and Sham Buildings, Funerary Complex of Djoser
has one example of a step pyramid; the structure was built in the Third Dynasty, 2630 to 2575
BCE, in Saqqara out of limestone. Three examples of pyramids are the Great Pyramids, Giza,
built by the kings Menkaure, Khafre, and Khufu. The pyramids were built in the Fourth Dynasty
between 2575 and 2450 BCE in Giza out of dressed limestone and granite, with veneer facing.
The differences in the two types of tombs shows the development of architecture and increase of
wealth throughout time in Egypt.
A stepped pyramid is a structure that appears to be very much like a ziggurat, in that it is
a building with different step-like levels. In reality, rather than steps, the different levels were
actually mastaba-shaped structures of varying size, stacked with the largest on the bottom and
the smallest on top. A mastaba was another type of tomb, although less prestigious. Inside the
step pyramid there actually was a mastaba with a 92-foot shaft leading down to the burial
chamber. The step pyramid in the funerary complex of Djoser was, of course, built for the king
Djoser; specifically, it was built around the king's mastaba in order to protect it. Near the step
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pyramid in the funerary complex was a temple to the deceased king, where priests could pay
tribute. The step pyramid was also seen as a “stairway to the sun god Ra.” Djoser had his
temple facing the north star. This piece is important to Egyptian architecture because it shows
where royal funerary complexes started out. Egyptians at that point already valued the dead and
believed they lived on as spirits, as demonstrated by their building a tribute temple, and they
were already glorifying royalty with more magnificent tombs.
Pyramids were something like the logical conclusion of a step pyramid. For one thing,
they were much larger and grander. It is worth noting that the tallest Great Pyramid, Khufu, was
over twice as tall as the step pyramid at Djoser. The walls were slanted smoothly rather than
stepped, and they were constructed of dressed stone; they used to have a veneer finish, but now
only the finish on Khafre remains intact at the very top. The pyramids had to be constructed in
an incredibly particular and mathematical way, with each stone in exactly the right place so that
they would meet perfectly at the tip. The interior of the tomb was much more complicated than
that of a step pyramid. There were many false paths and chambers and traps put in place in order
to discourage grave looters. The burial chamber was filled with riches and anything else the
deceased might need during their stay in the afterlife. Egyptians cared greatly about the comfort
of the ka, the spirit of the deceased. Unlike Djoser's tomb, the Great Pyramids face the east and
not the north star. The pyramids, like step pyramids, represented a “staircase to the sun god Ra.”
The interior was mainly a place for the ka of the deceased to be comfortable in the afterlife. Like
Djoser's burial complex, each of the Great Pyramids had a temple. The Great Pyramids, Giza
are very important architecturally because of their sheer grandeur that represents how highly the
royal dead were valued in those times. They are, in a way, what step pyramids were leading up
to, and they show how dramatically the architectural skill and wealth of the Egyptians increased
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even from the Third Dynasty to the Fourth Dynasty. They demonstrate that Egyptians truly
expected that their dead would have to be comfortable for eternity.
Step pyramids and pyramids were two architectural structures that were very similar in
purpose but very different in structure. They were both meant to protect and house the dead and
their ka. However, pyramids were much larger, grander, and more elaborate; they were
indicative of great wealth and status, particularly the Great Pyramids. The step pyramid at the
funerary complex of Djoser and the Great Pyramids of Giza are both exemplary examples of
their respective types of architecture.
Conclusion
Clearly, no matter the area of art, whether it be sculpture, reliefs, or architecture, it
heavily demonstrated what was important to the Egyptians at any given time. Their art depicted
everyone from their workers to their gods, and their architecture showed their dedication to and
reverence for the dead, particularly deceased royalty. They were shown to have a very particular
style that was rarely subverted, and particularly notable when it was, as seen by Seated Scribe
and Colossal Figure of Akhenaten. Ti Watching a Hippopotamus Hunt and Akhenaten and His
Family respectively gave clear examples of Egyption conventionality and showed how
drastically it altered when Egypt's strangest king, Akhenaten, came to power. The Step Pyramid
and Sham Buildings, Funerary Complex of Djoser and Great Pyramids, Giza were both
outstanding examples of a step pyramid and true pyramids, and indicated Egyptians' belief that
the dead should be respected. Clearly, the ancient Egyptians were a people with incredible
standards when it came to art and architecture, and they highly valued certain things such as their
royalty and their gods.
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Fine Arts
Second Place: Kalina Jurkowski, “Madea” (Dr. Andrews)

Euripides’s Medea takes place in Corinth, Greece and was written in 431 B.C.E. It
continues the story of the two lovers, Jason and Medea, after their famous quest for the Golden
Fleece. However, in Medea, the two have no love for each other. Jason betrays Medea and leaves
her to marry the princess of Corinth. As Jason’s betrayal causes Medea to lose aspects of a
peaceful Greek woman, she adopts dangerous, masculine qualities that, combined with her
existing cunning and vicious nature, allow her to take out full revenge on her husband.
One of the most basic things Medea loses after she runs away with Jason is her good
reputation. All of the people of Corinth know that she left her father, “butchered” her brother,
and had King Pelias killed by his own daughters (Euripides 175). Medea is a sorceress, and she
is known for her “cunning” and “evil skills” (Euripides 291). No one trusts her, and the King of
Corinth sentences her to exile because of this. He knows that she is not an ordinary woman. This
is hard on Medea because her honor and dignity are important to her. She makes a point to get
revenge on her husband in such a way so that no one will laugh at her or think she’s weak
(Euripides 387-414). Losing her good reputation and trust inevitably leads Medea to revenge.
Another thing Medea loses is her security. She is a stranger in Corinth, and she can’t go
back to her home in Colchis. She feels alienated from the rest of the people of Corinth and has no
one to look to for support when Jason leaves her. In addition, King Creon sentences her to exile,
where she will be alienated further. Once exiled, she would be completely alone and would have
no one to provide for her. Classical Greek society was patriarchal, and women “lacked all
independent status” (Murray 250). It would be extremely difficult for Medea to take care of the
children and herself. Even the chorus recognizes Medea’s dilemma when they sing, “Poor thing!
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No end / to your problems. Where / will you go? Who / will take you in?” (Euripides363-366).
Medea’s loss of security makes her vulnerable and more likely to attack the ones who hurt her.
In addition to her reputation and security, Medea loses her love for her husband and
children. The nurse notes that Medea “hates her children, gets / no pleasure from seeing them,”
and Medea makes clear that she hates her husband throughout the entire play (Euripides 33-34).
This alienates Medea from her family. Because she has no real love for her children, she is able
to kill them at the end of the play in order to hurt her husband. In addition, Medea never wants
the role of a typical Greek woman. She claims that she would “rather face the enemy three times
/ than undergo the pains of labor once” (Euripides 259-260). Medea’s loss of familial and
motherly love allows her to exact complete revenge.
One emotion Medea adopted that peaceful Greek women did not was her vicious anger.
She was furious with Jason for betraying her, and her unfathomable rage was not normal. Medea
fumes at Jason, “. . . after / I did all this for you, you bastard, you / betrayed me, procuring a new
bride for yourself” (Euripides 489-491). Medea saved Jason’s life and helped him get the Golden
Fleece, and then Jason left Medea after promising his love and having two sons with her. She has
the rage of a warrior and calls for the deaths of everyone who hurt her. She says, “I want to see
him, / and his bride, / and all they love, / lie peeled and bleeding” (Euripides 177-180). The
chorus and nurse both worry about Medea and what terrible acts she may commit from her rage.
Medea’s newfound fury undoubtedly plays a role in her dreadful revenge.
Another masculine quality that Medea takes on is through her willingness to speak out in
public about the things that upset her. In classical Greek society, the “polis was essentially a
male association” (Murray 244). The men were in charge of all politics and decision-making for
the polis and were the only ones allowed to publicly debate (Murray 244). In fact, women
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weren’t even allowed to leave their house unless they had an “attendant” with them (Barnet 110).
Therefore, when Medea makes her public speech to the women of Corinth, she leaves her
expected female role. She announces the unfair standards between married men and women,
claiming that “as women we are more abused than anything / that lives and has a mind”
(Euripides 241-242). Medea’s shocking public complaints foreshadow her willingness to commit
revenge.
In addition to her rage and public speech, Medea accepts a masculine code of honor.
After she discloses her plans to murder the princess and declares her intent to kill her children,
she promises to be “kind / to [her] friends, implacable to [her] enemies” (Euripides 813-814).
This code was the customary model of male conduct in Euripides’s time (Barnet 121). Medea
adopts this code for her revenge with Jason as her enemy. She wants to be sure that “no one
should think [she’s] unimportant, weak / or lazy” (Euripides 812-813). Her dignity is still
important to her and she has promised to act mercilessly towards Jason in order to punish him
and preserve her honor. Medea’s acceptance of the Greek male honor code is a turning point in
her determination for revenge.
In conclusion, Medea’s loss of placable feminine qualities and adoption of dangerous
masculine attributes leads her to take gruesome revenge on her husband. She loses her good
reputation, security, and love for her family, while accepting a powerful rage, a chance to speak
out in public, and the Greek male honor code.
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Foreign Language – French
First Place: Amanda Mosier, “Comment une femme fait ses epreuves”
(Dr. Peszat)

Il était une fois une jeune femme qui habitait dans un petit village à la périphérie d’un grand
royaume. Dans une petite maison, la femme habitait avec son père, qui travaillait comme
forgeron – le meilleur dans la ville entière. Il forgeait des épées, des boucliers, et des armures
pour les guerriers du roi, et son travail était très apprécié par les hommes. La jeune femme, qui
s’appelait Cara, aimait souvent aider son père dans la forge, depuis qu’elle était une petite fille.
En plus elle aimait aider son père à créer des épées, Cara s’entrainait aussi avec les armes et
apprenait à se battre. Elle voulut devenir guerrière comme les hommes avec qui son père
travaillait. Pour beaucoup de semaines, elle entrainait jusqu’au jour que le prince, fils du roi,
commença à chercher des nouveaux guerriers pour l’armée. Ce matin-là, Cara mit une armure,
cacha ses cheveux sur son casque, couvrit son visage avec la visière, et alla au terrain
d’entrainement ou les guerriers et le prince attendirent avec les nouveaux venus qui voulurent
concourir pour devenir guerriers.
« Bienvenue ! » dit le prince. « Vous êtes ici pour devenir membre de l’armée, non ? »
Cara hocha la tête, mais elle ne parla pas.
« Venez ici. Voulez-vous commencer l’examen ? Donc, nous allons examiner votre compétence
en combat. Allons ! »
Et avec ça, les deux commencèrent à se battre. Bien que le prince fut le combattant qui eut le
plus d’expérience, Cara fut très rapide et elle put éviter beaucoup de ses attaques. Le prince et
tous les guerriers qui regardèrent furent impressionnes par sa compétence. Cependant, après
quelques minutes, le prince mit son épée à la gorge de Cara et il gagna le match.
« Vous êtes douée ! S’il vous plaît, voulez-vous enlever votre casque donc pour que nous
puissions voir le visage du grand guerrier, monsieur ? » le prince demanda à Cara.
Cara sourit sous sa visière. Elle enleva son casque et laissa tomber ses cheveux. Il y eut un long
moment de silence. Une femme ? Les guerriers échangèrent des regards et des chuchotements, et
beaucoup parmi eux furent très confus. Une femme ne peut pas être combattante, pensèrent-ils.
Bien que le prince fut un peu plus calme que les autres, il eut aussi l’air confus. Après une courte
pause, il s’adressa à son challenger.
« Mademoiselle, vous vous appelez comment ? »
« Cara, monsieur. »
« Cara, je m’excuse, mais je ne peux pas vous laisser devenir guerrier. Étant femme, vous êtes
plus vulnérable que les autres hommes et il est possible que nous n’allions pas pouvoir vous
protéger pendant une bataille. »
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Cara fut peinée, et elle essaya d’argumenter avec ces mots. « Mais, je peux me protéger ! Je n’ai
pas besoin de votre aide, je ne veux pas que vous me protégiez ! Vous voyez que je suis une
formidable combattante, non ? »
« Ma décision est finale, » dit le prince. « Vous pouvez sortir maintenant. »
Et avec ça, Cara fut renvoyée. Elle sortit, mais pas avant de promettre qu’elle allait trouver un
moyen de prouver sa valeur.
Pendant des semaines, elle essayait. Jour après jour, elle retournait au royaume pour observer
l’entrainement des guerriers et elle pratiquait ses combats loin du group (parce qu’ils ne la
permettaient pas de leur rejoindre), mais où ils pouvaient la regarder. Chaque jour, Cara
approchait le prince pour demander la même question, et chaque jour elle recevait de lui la même
réponse.
« S’il vous plaît, je vous demande de réfléchir. »
« Ma décision n’a pas changé. Je suis désolé. »
Ses efforts furent complètement en vain jusqu’à l’été prochain quand le roi reçut des
renseignements qu’un royaume voisin fut sur attaque par des barbares et demanda de l’aide. Le
roi décida d’envoyer son fils et tous ses meilleurs guerriers. Cara voulut vraiment marcher avec
le prince, mais encore il ne la permit pas, donc elle trouva une lacune et voyagea avec son père,
qui alla avec l’armée parce qu’il allait donner des armes aux guerriers pour la bataille. Si des
personnes lui demandèrent ce qu’elle faisait, Cara répondit, « Je suis ici pour aider mon père,
rien de plus. »
Et donc ils marchèrent. Pour plusieurs jours, ils marchèrent avant qu’ils arrivèrent à l’autre
royaume, ou ils furent accueillis par une armée des barbares plus grande que la sienne. Les
guerriers de l’autre roi combattirent avec beaucoup de courage, mais ils ne firent pas de l’effet –
ils n’eurent pas assez d’hommes. Bien que le prince et ses guerriers vinrent à les aider, encore les
agresseurs furent plus nombreux qu’ils. Tous les hommes firent tout leur possible, mais la
situation sembla sans espoir.
Cara voyagea la bataille de la tente ou son père installa un petit atelier pour fourmir les guerriers
avec les armes et ou les médecins attendirent pour traiter les blesses. C’était grave, très grave.
Sans un miracle, le prince et tous les autres hommes vont mourir, elle pensa. Qu’est-ce qu’elle
pourrait faire ? Étant femme, le prince ne la laissa pas combattre parce qu’il la sousestima…mais parce qu’il la sous-estima ! Elle eut une idée.
Etre femme eut des avantages. Un avantage fut que Cara put passer inaperçue par la plupart des
gens, et s’ils firent attention à elle, souvent les gens l’écartèrent à insignifiante. Cara était très
rapide et légère sur ses pieds, donc elle put aller furtivement et passer la plupart de la bataille
sans problèmes. Elle projeta d’aller près du dirigeant des barbares pour trouver une faiblesse que
put sauver le jour et les vies des hommes et leur prince. Et avec ça, elle sortit, et elle resta près
des murs du château donc elle put se cacher mieux. Après quelque temps, Cara vit un tunnel sur
la côte du mur, cache par des vignes. Un tunnel secret ? Tranquillement, elle l’explora et trouva
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que le tunnel guida dedans le château, directement à la salle ou le dirigeant attendait ! Quelle
chance, quelle découverte ! Rapidement, elle courut à révéler ce qu’elle trouva. Mais le tunnel
fut très long, donc par le temps que Cara retourna à la bataille, c’était nuit, et elle alla aux tentes
pour trouver le prince et lui dire sa découverte.
Le jour prochain, avec ses informations, le prince et ses guerriers purent utiliser le tunnel secret
pour embusquer les barbares et attaquer le dirigeant directement. Ils les prirent par surprise, et
après ça la victoire était vite et facile. Pour tout son aide, le prince consentit que Cara put devenir
guerrière – la première femme dans l’histoire de l’armée. Pendant des années, elle était
déterminée à aider chaque fille qui ne put pas suivre son rêve à cause de son sexe. Cara ne se
mariait jamais et n’eut jamais d’enfants, mais elle était modèle pour des jeunes filles et femmes
partout dans le royaume, et elle vécut heureuse pour toujours.
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Foreign Language – French
Second Place: Ellie Walters, “Les trois enfants et la fee” (Dr. Peszat)

Il était une fois, deux frères et une sœur qui habitaient dans une petite maison dans la
forêt, à l'extérieur de la ville. L'aîné, un garçon qui s'appelait Robert, était s'appelait Clara était
toujours très douce et avait l'amour pour tout le monde. Le benjamin, un garçon qui s'appelait
Lucas était jeune, alors son tempérament n'était pas certain. Il était possible qu'il devienne
comme son frère ou sa sœur.
Un jour, Robert sortit ramasser du bois à brûler. C'était quatre heures et il ne retournait
pas chez eux. Clara dit à Lucas, « Petit frère, je suis inquiète de Robert. Nous devrions chercher
notre frère. » Lucas était inquiet aussi, alors il accepta et ils partirent. Ils marchaient dans la forêt
quand ils virent un tas de bois. Le tas de bois fut juste à côté de Robert, qui s'interposa devant un
lac. Le lac avait toujours une magie étrange et ancienne. Les trois enfants savaient qu'il y eut
quelque chose mystérieux du lac. Ils s'interposaient devant le lac ensemble et soudain, Lucas vit
quelque chose dans le centre du lac!
« Regardez! » dit Lucas. Son frère et sa sœur regardèrent le lac. « Quelqu’un se noye, »
dit Robert. « Sauvons la créature! » dit Clara. Alors, elle trouva une branche longue. « Robert,
est-ce que tu couperas cette branche avec ta hache? » Il coupa la branche. « Lucas, prend un bout
de la branche et nage au centre du lac. Après, Robert et moi tirerons vous deux au rivage sur la
branche, » expliqua Clara. Lucas nagea au centre du lac, il tint la créature dans le lac, et Robert
et Clara tirèrent la branche au rivage.
Les trois enfants regardaient la créature. « Est-ce qu'elle est morte? » demanda Lucas. La
petite créature toussa et elle se redressa. « Non, je ne suis pas morte, » elle dit. Elle était petite
avec des ailes d'un papillon. Elle était...étincelante. « Vous êtes un...quoi? » Robert demanda. »
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Je suis une Fée, » dit-elle fièrement. Elle les donnait un sourire pendait qu'elle dit, « Merci
beaucoup, les enfants! Vous m'avez sauvée! Je veux donner un vœu à chacun. » Les trois enfants
furent très heureux!
« Est-ce que je peux souhaiter quelque chose? » demanda Robert. « Oui, » dit la Fée. « Je
souhaite être célèbre et riche, » dit Robert. « Et alors, tu auras ton vœu, » dit la Fée. « Je souhaite
avoir la capacité de donner de l'amour et du bonheur aux autres, » dit Clara. « Et alors, tu auras
ton vœu, » dit la Fée. Elle regarda le benjamin. « Et tu, Lucas? » dit-elle. Lucas pensa des deux
vœux différents. Il ne sut pas si le vœu de son frère ou sa sœur était meilleur. «Je veux faire mon
vœu à un autre temps, » dit-il. La Fée lui donna un sourire. « Très bien, mon enfant, » dit la Fée.
Alors, les trois enfants retournèrent chez eux.
Le lendemain, Robert se réveilla se trouva très riche. Il eut une grande maison, et il fut
célèbre. Il fut le conseiller du roi. Il eut la vie qu'il voulait depuis toujours. Clara se réveilla se
trouva avec une capacité unique de faire ressortir l'amour et la gentillesse dans les cœurs des
gens. Elle fit les gens heureux. Elle eut la vie qu'elle voulait depuis toujours. Les deux étaient
contents dans leurs nouvelles vies, alors Lucas sauvait son vœu. Il passa du temps avec son frère,
et il passa du temps avec sa sœur. Il était content aussi.
Un jour, le roi demanda à Robert des conseils à propos d'un autre pays qui menaçait le
roi. « Attaquez leur roi! Personne ne parle à mon roi comme ça! » dit Robert.
C'était une très, très, très, mauvaise idée.
L'armée de l'autre roi était plus grande du roi des trois enfants. Leur pays était en ruines.
Les gens qui connurent Robert pour les bons choses maintenant le connaissaient pour la
destruction de leur belle patrie. Ce n'était pas la célébrité qu'il voulait. Tout le monde perdait
beaucoup d'argent dans la guerre, et alors, Robert n'eut pas son argent. Clara eut besoin de sauver
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son pays. Alors, elle alla au château de l'autre roi, et elle utilisa sa capacité unique sur l'autre roi.
Il oubliait de la coopération et la paix autrefois pendant que Clara aida l'autre roi rappeler.
L'autre roi arrêta tous les affrontements. La guerre fut terminée.
Clara retourna chez elle et se trouva célèbre. Le roi l'offra le travaille: Il voulut qu'elle
soit sa conseillère! Elle était riche maintenant! Mais...son pays pauvre...il était en ruines. Lucas
vint chez Clara. « Ma sœur, je sais comment utiliser mon vœu! J'ai besoin de la Fée! » dit-il.
Brusquement, la Fée apparut devant eux. « Oui, mon enfant? » demanda la Fée. « Je souhaite
restaurer mon pays!” dit-il. « Et alors, tu auras ton vœu, » dit la Fée. Soudain, le pays restaura.
Robert vint chez eux Clara donner la bonne nouvelle. « Là pays! » dit-il. Il vit la Fée et il sut que
son frère aurait utilisé son vœu. Grâce à son vœu, Lucas devint célèbre aussi. Robert demanda à
la Fée, « Pourquoi est-ce que ma sœur et mon frère ont les choses que j'ai souhaité avoir, mais ils
avaient fait autres vœux? » Elle dit, « Robert, tu voulais aider toi-même seulement. Ils voulaient
aider les autres. Ils voyaient que les choses qui sont le plus importantes sont l'amour et le
bonheur. Leurs amis et famille sont le plus importants. La célébrité et l'argent suivront. »
Après il parla à la Fée, Robert vint chez Clara et Lucas, ou il passait du temps avec sa
sœur et son frère. Ils habitaient ensemble et ils vécurent et eurent beaucoup d'enfants.
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Foreign Language – Spanish
First Place: Kalina Jurkowski, “El Tema de la Muerte” (Dr. Bourbon)

Alfonsina Storni era una poeta argentina muy talentosa. Pero desafortunadamente, ella
vivió en un tiempo difícil para las mujeres. Nunca tenía los mismos derechos como los hombres.
Por eso su vida estaba llena de los prejuicios de género y la desilusión, cuales son reflejados en
su poesía. Otros temas en su poesía incluyen el hombre, el amor, la naturaleza, la ciudad, la
pasión y la muerte. El tema más interesante de todos los otros sí es la muerte. Este tema aparece
en casi toda la poesía de Alfonsina Storni, desde sus primeros poemas hasta su poema final,
“Voy a dormir,” que fue publicado el día después de su suicidio trágico. Es importante que
recordemos Alfonsina Storni y su lucha porque muchos de sus poemas todavía tienen la
pertinencia a la vida hoy.
Para entender mejor la poesía de Alfonsina Storni, hay que saber las circunstancias de su
vida. Según su biografía en la base de datos, Literature Resource Center, ella nació en Suiza el
veintinueve de mayo 1892, durante un viaje de sus padres a su patria. Vivió allí con sus padres
por cuatro años y entonces su familia regresó a Argentina en 1896. En Argentina, su padre tenía
una cervecería; sin embargo, la quebró en 1900, cuando Storni tenía ocho años. A causa de este
fracaso, la familia de Alfonsina tenía muchos problemas. El padre se sintió deprimido y llegó a
ser un alcohólico. Él intentó de abrir un café pequeño, pero este también quebró en 1906. Por
eso, Alfonsina tuvo que trabajar en una fábrica como niña para mantenerse a sí misma y su
familia. Poco después, su padre murió y su madre volvió a casar. Entonces, ella comenzó su vida
sin sus padres porque ya no tuvo que mantenerlos.
En 1907, Storni se hizo un miembro de una compañía ambulante de teatro. Sin embargo,
ella la salió un año después debido a su depresión y las presiones del trabajo. Entonces, ella
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decidió terminar su educación y llegar a ser una maestra. En 1911, ella logró su meta y comenzó
su trabajo nuevo como maestra. Pero entonces, ella se enamoró con un hombre casado y se puso
embarazada. Storni no quería que su amante ni su familia tuvieran problemas o rechazo de la
sociedad por el bebé; por eso, ella dejó su trabajo de enseñanza y se mudó a Buenos Aires a
solas. Su hijo, Alejandro, nació en abril de 1912. En el principio, Storni se lo mantenía a sí
misma y su hijo con varios trabajos mal pagados. Entonces, en 1914, ella publicó su primer
cuento corto y empezó su carrera literaria. En 1917, volvió a enseñar en varias escuelas, pero
todavía se dedicó a escribir cuando no estaba enseñando. También en 1917, Storni ganó su
primer premio literario. Sus escrituras se hicieron cada vez más popular, pero la escritora sufrió
episodios de depresión y agotamiento nervioso. En 1935, su salud se deterioró y ella fue
diagnosticada con el cáncer de mama. Tuvo una operación, pero su salud siguió deteriorando.
Mientras tanto, Storni luchaba con la depresión y la pena de los suicidios de sus dos amigos de
su grupo literario, con quienes ella tenía una larga amistad. En 1938, Storni tenía miedo que el
cáncer hubiera extendido a sus pulmones y decidió terminar su vida. Se ahogó en el Mar del
Plata el veinticinco de octubre (“Alfonsina”).
Aunque Alfonsina Storni ha muerto, su legado escrito sigue vivir. Con una introducción a
la biografía de su vida, se puede entender mejor sus poemas y su tema frecuente de la muerte.
Este tema aparece en casi toda su poesía, aun en su primer libro de poemas, La inquietud de
rosal, que publicó en 1916. Según los críticos, los poemas en este libro no fueron bien escritos.
Luego en su vida, después de crecer como una poeta, Storni acordó con estos críticos y quiso
desconocer el libro (“Alfonsina”). Sin embargo, los poemas en este libro sí tienen valor. Según
Sidonia Carmen Rosenbaum, autora del libro distinguido Modern Women Poets of Spanish
America, el primer libro de Storni abrió las puertas literarias para las mujeres argentinas. Ella dio
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un ejemplo valiente para los otros seguir (Rosenbaum 444). También, este libro ofrece un retrato
del estado mental y emocional de Storni en el principio de su carrera literaria e incluye su tema
famoso de la muerte.
Un poema que destaca en La inquietud de rosal es “Golondrinas.” Es un poema de once
cortas estrofas sobre una mujer que quiere volar con las golondrinas. En este poema la escritora
no menciona la muerte directamente, pero hay algunas líneas que pueden tener significados
simbólicos relacionados a la muerte. Por ejemplo, en línea dos la narradora describe las
golondrinas como “avecillas negras, negras como la noche” (Storni, “Golondrinas”). En esta
descripción, la noche y el color negro son símbolos de la muerte. También, se ve este tema en
líneas cuatro a seis. La narradora dice, “¡Las dulces golondrinas que en invierno se van . . . para
cruzar el mar!” (Storni, “Golondrinas”). En este ejemplo, el invierno es un símbolo de la muerte.
También, el mar puede ser otro símbolo porque Storni escogió ahogarse en el mar
aproximadamente veinte años después de la publicación de este poema. Según Sonia Jones, una
crítica literaria, Storni se identificaba con las golondrinas. Ella admiraba su habilidad de salir de
sus nidos y volar sobre el mar, buscando algo nuevo. Storni también se mudó mucho en su vida,
ambos físicamente y emocionalmente (Jones 453). En su poema temprano, “Golondrinas,” Storni
escribe sobre sus pájaros favoritos e incluye algunos símbolos de la muerte.
Storni publicó su segundo libro de poesía, El dulce daño, en 1918. Según los críticos, los
poemas en este libro tienen más madurez que los poemas en su primer libro. A causa del éxito de
El dulce daño, Storni recibió el reconocimiento por ser la primera poeta feminista de Argentina.
Sin embargo, muchos hombres también discriminaron a ella y sus escrituras por su género, su
estatus como una madre soltera, y las ideas feministas que trataba de difundir (“Alfonsina”).
Según Sonia Jones, el título de este libro refiere a la tortura y el placer del amor (Jones 451). De
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verdad, los poemas se tratan del amor, pero también mencionan la muerte y otros temas
importantes.
Un poema bien conocido de El dulce daño es “Cuadrados y ángulos.” Es un poema muy
corto que describe una ciudad moderna con un tono de desilusión. Usa la repetición de palabras
para enfatizar la repetición de las casas y las personas que se parecen similares. Por ejemplo, las
primeras cuatro líneas dicen, “Casas enfiladas, casas enfiladas, / casas enfiladas. / Cuadrados,
cuadrados, cuadrados. / Casas enfiladas. . .” (Storni, “Cuadrados”). A Storni le gustaba cambiar
sus alrededores, como las golondrinas; por eso, se puso infeliz en el estancamiento y uniformidad
de las ciudades. Según Gabriele von Munk Benton, un crítico literario, la descripción de las casas
en este poema se parece a unas catacumbas. Las casas son impersonales y frías, sin ninguna señal
de la vida, como una cripta (Benton 152). Según Storni, la gente en estas ciudades uniformes no
está viviendo verdaderamente. Ella muestra su propia desilusión con su ambiente en las dos
líneas últimas: “Yo misma he vertido ayer una lágrima, / Dios mío, cuadrada.” (Storni,
“Cuadrados”). Para ella, la industrialización de la ciudad ha matado el aspecto humano y variado
de la vida. Aun la lágrima de la narradora está perfectamente uniforme con todo lo demás. El
poema “Cuadrados y ángulos” incluye el tema de la muerte en su descripción de la ciudad
moderna.
Alfonsina Storni publicó su tercer libro de poesía, Irremediablemente, en 1919. Este
libro, como los dos primeros, se trata del amor. Pero en este libro, la escritora expresa más la
desilusión del amor, cual sigue después de la tortura y el placer del amor expresado en el libro
anterior. Sidonia Carmen Rosenbaum ofrece una explicación del título de Irremediablemente.
Dice que los poemas en el libro reflejan la vida de Alfonsina Storni cuando ella se dio cuenta de
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que su vida y la pena fueron irremediablemente vinculadas (Rosenbaum 444). Verdaderamente,
las luchas personales de Storni aparecen en su poesía.
Un poema comúnmente estudiado de Irremediablemente es “Peso ancestral.” Es un
poema de tres estrofas cortas sobre los prejuicios que han existido por muchos siglos contra las
mujeres. Según Sidonia Carmen Rosenbaum, el título se refiere a los prejuicios, algo pesado y
hereditario que todas las mujeres tienen que llevar (Rosenbaum 444). Aunque este poema no
hace referencia directa a la muerte, sí se trata de la mala calidad de la vida para las mujeres. Por
ejemplo, en el poema la narradora bebe una lágrima de alguien y conoce “dolor de siglos . . . al
beberlo” (Storni, “Peso”). Este dolor probablemente refiere al dolor del prejuicio y misoginia
contra las mujeres porque, según la narradora, “no han llorado los hombres de [su] raza” (Storni,
“Peso”). Por eso, es probable que la lágrima pertenezca a una mujer y contiene el dolor colectivo
de su género. El mensaje pesimista del poema sugiere que, para las mujeres, la vida es dolor,
pena y prejuicio. La vida no es agradable, y la autora no la quiere. El poema “Peso ancestral”
incluye el tema de la muerte en cierta manera sutil a través de la pena de la vida, pero este tema
central de Alfonsina Storni todavía está incluyendo.
Storni publicó su cuarto libro de poesía, Languidez, en 1920. Este libro notable ganó el
Primer Premio Municipal de Poesía además del Segundo Premio Nacional de Literatura, dos de
los premios más distinguidos de Argentina (“Alfonsina”). Muchos críticos consideran Languidez
como el último libro en la primera etapa de la escritura de Storni. Como sus primeros tres libros,
el cuarto es muy emocional y se trata del amor. Según Ana Skledar, una croata crítica literaria de
español e inglés, Languidez también se caracteriza por su tono pesimista y desconsolado. A
través de sus poemas, Storni muestra que ya no tiene ninguna “esperanza para un futuro más
bello” (Skledar 37). Alrededor de esta época, Storni comenzó a luchar con unos episodios de la
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depresión y el agotamiento nervioso. Estas aflicciones graves de su salud y bienestar
contribuyeron mucho a la perspectiva tan pesimista de este libro. El tema de la muerte aparece
más directamente en algunos poemas que en otros, pero existe en los poemas de este libro.
Un buen poema para estudiar del libro Languidez es “La caricia perdida.” Este poema
corto de cuatro estrofas uniformes se trata de una caricia que no tiene recipiente específico. La
narradora explica que la caricia “se me va de los dedos . . . sin causa / . . . En el viento, al rodar, /
la caricia que vaga sin destino ni objeto” (Storni, “La caricia”). Entonces, la caricia sigue
rodando hasta que encuentra un viajero en la noche. El tema de la muerte es muy sutil en este
poema, como en el poema “Peso ancestral.” En “La caricia perdida,” Storni incluye solamente un
símbolo de la muerte: la noche. Por ejemplo, en la segunda estrofa dice, “Pude amar esta noche
con piedad infinita.” Entonces, en la tercera estrofa dice, “Si en el viento te llaman esta noche,
viajero” (Storni, “La caricia”). El uso de la palabra ‘noche’ parece como una elección deliberada
porque las acciones en este poema pueden ocurrir durante cualquiera de las horas del día, como
la mañana o la tarde. También, muchos críticos literarios están en acuerdo que la noche es un
símbolo común de la muerte en la escritura de Storni. Por eso, el tema de la muerte sí existe en
este poema, aunque es escondido en la palabra de la ‘noche.’
En 1938, Alfonsina Storni publicó su séptimo y último libro de poesía, Mascarilla y
trébol. Durante esta época, ella estaba muy enferma. En 1935, fue diagnosticado con el cáncer de
mama. Se hizo una mastectomía, pero la operación no mejoró su salud. Por eso, ella sufría
mucho mientras escribía los poemas en este libro. Hay muchos desacuerdos sobre el significado
del título de Mascarilla y trébol porque Storni nunca lo explicó. Janice Geasler Titiev, una crítica
literaria que ha escrito mucho de Alfonsina Storni y sus obras, piensa que el título se refiere a la
inseparabilidad de la vida y la muerte. Según su idea, la mascarilla es algo muerto e inmutable
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que la gente lleva durante la vida. Igualmente, el trébol parece como algo lleno de vida, pero el
leyente descubre en uno de los poemas de este libro que es los pies de un niño muerto (Titiev
472-473). Otra idea del título viene de Rachel Phillips, una autora que escribió un libro notable
sobre Alfonsina Storni y su poesía. Ella piensa que el título muestra la conjunción de la
evocación de la muerte y el aspecto regenerador de la naturaleza. Según su idea, la mascarilla es
de la muerte y cubre la desaparición de la carne humana. En cambio, el trébol siempre sobrevive
en el ciclo inconsciente de la naturaleza (Phillips 449). Aunque estas dos críticas tienen ideas
diferentes, los dos están en acuerdo que este libro se trata de la muerte.
Un poema interesante de Mascarilla y trébol es “Tiempo de esterilidad.” Este poema
corto se trata del cambio de ser estéril para las mujeres. Alfonsina Storni no menciona la muerte
explícitamente en este poema, pero el tema aparece en el tono pesimista y pesada. En el poema,
el cambio es descrito como algo mal. Storni escribe en el final del poema, “y su isla verde
florecida de hombres / quedó desierta y vió crecer el viento” (Storni, “Tiempo”). Esta
perspectiva pesimista alude al tema de la muerte porque la vida no es buena. Además, el tema
aparece en el símbolo de la luna. La poeta dice que “la luna / siniestramente dibujada en ellos, /
ordenaba los tiempos de marea” (Storni, “Tiempo”). En muchos de sus poemas, la luna y la
noche representan la muerte. También en “Tiempo de esterilidad” Storni usa los antisonetos. Usa
esta forma en todos los poemas de Mascarilla y trébol. El antisoneto es una invención de Storni;
es un soneto tradicional endecasílabo, pero sin la rima. Según Janice Geasler Titiev, los
antisonetos crean una tensión en los poemas. Porque las líneas no tienen la rima regular, la
organización parece espontánea y las unidades de ideas no siguen la estructura esperada (Titiev
468). Entonces, la tensión de la forma enfatiza los sentimientos inquietos y desilusionados del
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texto de los poemas. Es claro que el poema “Tiempo de esterilidad” y el libro último de
Alfonsina Storni se tratan del tema de la muerte.
El poema último de Storni, “Voy a dormir,” no fue publicado en un libro. Apareció en el
periódico el día después de su suicidio en el octubre de 1938. Es uno de sus poemas más
conocidos y explícitamente trata de la muerte. Usualmente, cuando una persona suicida toma la
decisión de terminar su vida, se siente mejor que antes y totalmente en paz. Esta perspectiva
aparece en “Voy a dormir.” Storni compara morir con dormir. Para ella, la muerte va a ser como
un sueño permanente. También, la poeta usa mucha imaginería de la naturaleza y describe su
cama cómoda donde va a dormir. Por ejemplo, el poema comienza, “Dientes de flores, cofia de
rocío, / manos de hierbas . . .” (Storni, “Voy”). Las flores, el rocío, y las hierbas son cosas
pacíficas de la naturaleza. Según Ana Skledar, “Voy a dormir” es como una “carta de despedida”
de Storni al todo el mundo y la vida (Skledar 40). El poema contiene sus últimas palabras y
expresa su aceptación completa de la muerte. También, es un poema muy personal. Es claro que
Storni es la narradora, no solo la poeta. Cuando ella escribió este poema, estaba muy enferma
con el cáncer. En el poema, habla de la nodriza que la ayuda. Por ejemplo, Storni escribe, “tú,
nodriza fina, / tenme prestas las sábanas terrosas / y el edredón de musgos escardados” (Storni,
“Voy”). Si Storni no fuera la narradora, no es probable que la protagonista sería enferma como la
poeta. El poema “Voy a dormir” muestra el tema de la muerte a través de las líneas últimas de su
autora gravemente afligida.
Además, hay otros aspectos de la escritura de Alfonsina Storni con respecto al tema de la
muerte. Primero, ella usa muchos otros símbolos para representar la muerte. Estos símbolos
incluyen el otoño, el invierno, la enfermedad, la salvación, los huesos, el silencio y el mar.
Segundo, según Janice Geasler Titiev, la poeta escribe por la mayor parte con descripciones
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visuales. Ella atrae más al sentido de la vista que los otros sentidos en su poesía (Titiev 470). Por
eso, la mayoría de los elementos relacionados con la muerte en sus obras son visuales. Aun el
título de su libro final, Mascarilla y trébol, sugiere la imagen de la mascarilla que oculta la
apariencia de la cara detrás. En casi toda su poesía, Storni usa muchos símbolos diferentes en vez
de la muerte y también usa el lenguaje visual.
Es claro que el tema de la muerte aparece en casi toda la poesía de Alfonsina Storni. Esto
es porque la vida de Storni tuvo una gran influencia en su escritura. Esta vida triste incluyó una
niñez con un padre que descuidó a la familia, la lucha de ser una madre soltera, los prejuicios de
ser una mujer con ideas modernas, y el dolor inmenso del cáncer. No hay duda de que estas cosas
malas son la fuente de los temas en su poesía. Aunque Storni vivió hace cien años, su poesía y
sus temas todavía tienen la pertinencia a la vida moderna. Hoy hay niños sin padres buenos, hay
madres solteras, hay prejuicios contra los grupos marginados (incluyendo las mujeres), y hay
muchas enfermedades dolorosas terminales. Los tipos de luchas en la vida de Storni todavía
existen hoy. Por eso, muchas personas pueden identificarse con Storni y su poesía. A veces las
personas se sienten mejor cuando saben que alguien tiene los mismos problemas. También, su
poesía sirve de una advertencia para la gente. La gente necesita trabajar eliminar los prejuicios,
especialmente contra las mujeres. Si Storni tuviera los derechos iguales como los hombres,
habría tenido más opciones de obtener el apoyo en la vida, especialmente para cuidarse a su hijo.
La poesía de Alfonsina Storni y su tema poderoso de la muerte es muy importante hoy porque da
un ejemplo de las consecuencias negativas de los prejuicios contra las mujeres.
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Foreign Language – Spanish
Second Place: Berenice Arroyo-Arellano, “Lo que Contiene el Cuarto”
(Dr Bourbon)

Francisco Franco fue general y dictador en los años 1892 a 1975 en España. Su dictadura
sobre España comenzó en el año 1939, hasta su muerte en 1975. Su poder como lidere comenzó
durante la Guerra Española Civil, donde recibió una abundancia de ayuda de Alemania y Italia.
Con la ayuda de estas gran fuerzas, derroco el líder que fue elegido durante el tiempo de
democracia en España. Franco tomo las riendas de España, y hizo lo que muchos dictadores
antes de su época hicieron; procesó oponentes políticos, reprimió la cultura Española, y controlo
y limito el idioma en diferentes regiones de España. También censuro los medios de
comunicación y ejercito control absoluto sobre todo el país. Hasta las personas que eran parte de
los gabinetes y parte de posiciones políticas, no fueron salvados de los maltratos y las
ejecuciones que los esperaba a todos los que no estaban de acuerdo o en contra de Franco.
La vida de millones de Españoles se convirtió en una pesadilla, y no importaba se eras pobre o
rico. “Las ideologías franquistas se caracterizaban con las mismas fundaciones de Italia y
Alemania. Las estructuras sociales que impuso serian unos regímenes que durarían 60 años. por
su oposición al liberalismo, comunismo y republicanismo” (Alcalde 15). Las tradiciones
franquistas y principales del gobierno franquista se enfocaron en la unidad e integridad de la
patria. Muchos de los lideres republicanos huyeron el país en el comienzo de la guerra civil. El
establecimiento de tribunales militares sirvieron el propósito de ejecutar y mantener bajo
encarcelamiento a los más de 26,000 oficiales que no pudieron huir España con tiempo (Payne
35). La religión central de España se convierto Catolico, y prohíbo cualquier otro tipo de
religión. Prohibió el idioma catalán y vasco. Los individuos en los trabajos no podían formar
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uniones de labor, y para poder asegurarse que todas las políticas que estableció estaban haciendo
seguidas. Estableció un red de espías que estaban encargados de asegurarse que todos los
ciudadanos de España estaban siguiendo las leyes de Franco. En las primeras décadas el régimen
fue adaptado, pero sin faltar estaba también la presencia de las fuerzas guerrillas y las
oposiciones políticas que intentaron a derrotar lo que estaba intentando a ejecutar sobre todo el
país. “El más grande apoyo que recibió el régimen franquista fueron los grupos militares, los
monárquicos, católicos, y tecnócratas” (Payne 302). Pero tal como fue la vida dura para los
ciudadanos de esta época, también eran especialmente difícil para la mujer, que empezó a
desarrollar un papel diferente como persona y como mujer.
Como hemos visto durante las guerras que suceden alrededor del mundo, es la mujer que se
desarrolla como hombre y mujer comprobando que no importan las circunstancias, ella siempre
se sobre sale de hasta los problemas más grabes. La mujer durante la época de Franco fue un
tiempo donde la mujer fue progresando y incorporándose al mundo del trabajo, que era
principalmente un dominio masculino. La incorporación de la mujer al mundo de trabajos
empezó a derrotar los estereotipos míticos que le asignaron a la mujer un role y papel secundario
que impedía el desarrollo de las mujeres en una época machista. Esta época se convirtió en un
tiempo crucial para los orígenes del movimiento feminista. En el mundo se estaba viendo las
mujeres sufragistas, y aunque durante esta época las sufragistas sufrieron muchas brutalidades y
regresiones (Alcalde 27). Muchas de la batallas y luchas ganadas durante este tiempo drástico
fueron a causa de los labores domésticos, humanitarios, y en las fabricas.
Desde el siglo XV, la historia tradicional escrita por y para hombres, no incluía a la
mujer, y silenciaba sus voces. Y aunque muchas veces las mujeres escribían y tenían mucho más
que decir, la realidad fue que estaban viviendo dentro de una sociedad patriarcal y llena de
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sometimiento y sentimientos de superioridad. Pero al seguir la evolución del siglo XV para la
mujer, las experiencias y las luchas con cual estaban peleando por, se estaban representando y su
voz que expresaba este rechazo contra las normas y tradiciones que hacían sentir inferior a la
mujer. Pero como mencione antes, los primeros años de la guerra civil y la dictadura, el rol de la
mujer ya estaba definido como una reproductora de la sociedad y subordinándola al hombre. Se
empezaron a definir leyes que prohibían ciertos trabajos que obligaban a las mujeres a centrarse
en los trabajos domésticas. En los años sesenta la necesidad de mano de obra incluyo a la mujer
en el mundo de labor, aunque los salarios eran mucho más bajos que los hombres, igual como en
muchas otras partes del mundo.
Además de mucho de los establecimientos por lo cual las mujeres estaban sometidas a, el
establecimiento de Franco impidió a las mujeres hacer hasta lo más básico. Estas cosas incluían
el prohibir de abrir cuentas bancarias, aplicar o obtener un pasaporte sin el permiso de sus
padres, esposos, o guardianes masculinos. Los militares y funcionarios trabajando al lado de
Franco tomaban medidas extremas para poder prevenir el labor de las mujeres afuera del hogar.
La educación para las mujeres también se empezó a desminuir por temor a que las mujeres
empezaran a querer tener carreras y independencia monetaria. Pero las cosas cambiaron para las
mujeres de España cuando Franco se murió en 1975. Con la continuación de la globalización, las
riendas que impidan a la mujer a progresar fueron levantadas. Fueron todos estos eventos y
instancias y experiencias que le ayudaron a Carmen Martin Gaite desarrollar una de sus mejores
obras, El Cuarto de Atrás.
Esta obra de Martín Gaite es una obra fundamental porque es una obra de ficción después
de la muerte de Franco. También es importante porque es una obra escrita en la pos-dictadura. Es
una obra de evocaciones y memorias del narrador, que muchos de los críticos y analistas
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concluyen que es una biografía y memoria de sus experiencias durante su vida bajo Franco. La
comparación ente el narrador de la obra y Martín Gaite es un parecido de sus propia vida. El
titulo representa una metáfora donde el cuarto era un lugar de escape y refugio del mundo
alrededor de ella (Palerm 153). Eran un lugar donde ella podía expresarse como individual. El
narrador expresa la liberación de los regímenes y estructuras de la era de Franco, las norma
sociales, y a tiranía. Aunque Martín Gaite era educada, el role de mujer y estereotipos que
caracterizaban a la mujer como inferior al hombre, todavía eran parte de su mundo. Esta obra
literaria representa las ocurrencias y cambios que tomaron parte en España mientras Martín Gaite
no escribía. Es verdaderamente una obra que refleja su vida, el ambiente de control y falta de
liberación durante este tiempo.
El Cuarto de Atrás incluye diferentes estructuras y punto de vistas dentro de la narración.
El narrador no solo escucha los problemas de la protagonista, pero da oportunidad a la
protagonista desarrollarse. “Este narrador es ideal porque escucha atentamente, da comentarios, y
acierta preguntas importantes que deja desarrollar el cuento también” (Forteza 1). Para el fin de
la obra, el narrador tiene su propia evolución donde se convierte en un personaje esencial que
desarrolla su propia vida. Dentro de las palabras de su libro las conversaciones que tiene con los
personaje, se formalizan con largos monólogos que son un recurso literario que sirven como
recuerdos de ella (Forteza 4). El modo indirecto que usa en escribir sus memorias también
reflejan sobre el arte de escribir. Integra una forma poética que se convierte en una reflexión
sobre escribir. Con este modo indirecto Martín Gaite describe la necesidad del narratorio para
justificar su relato. Igualmente se necesita para construir una fundación literaria con pleno
significado para comunicar estos diálogos de forma significante.
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Uno do los logros más importantes de la historia es el formato en que la autora decide
presentar su memorias. Este formato se puede encontrar en otros tipos de cuentos escrito por
Martín Gaite, tal como en Retahilas que también es una conversación entre dos personajes en lo
cual estos personajes se pasan una noche conviviendo y recordándose de las memorias
importantes mientras la madre esta apunto de morirse. Pero a pesar de la narración y
comparaciones que ese presentan en El Cuarto de Atrás, este libro sirve como una liberación no
nomas para Martín Gaite, pero para la audiencia Española.
Es notable que Martín Gaite esta buscando la fuerzas y autoridad para incluir su propia
voz dentro del dialogo. La dificultad de la protagonista para poder recordarse de su pasado
dentro del texto, constituye como un sufrimiento y castigo para el narrador que se pudiera poner
estatus de victima, que luego la libera a ella y a su audiencia que también pueden relacionar con
ella (Vilaseca 184). El estatus de victima le da la oportunidad y autoridad para poder por fin
hablar de su memorias de un tiempo horrible en su vida, y en millones de otros Españoles.
También es una oportunidad para que la sociedad Española empiece a reflejar sobre una nueva
identidad después de la muerte del dictador. Angela Cenarro indica que el proceso de crear
memoria colectiva implica la negociación de el significado de las experiencias personales y las
percepciones de un grupo. Cenarro indica que la interacción entre el individual y la memoria
colectiva es un proceso dinámico en lo cual el individuo y sus experiencias apresuran a la
sociedad a reconciliar sus propias experiencias y esos de la sociedad. Y además de lo indicado de
Cenarro, ella indica la importancia de llegar a un consenso sobre el pasado puede poder legitimar
la dominancia sociopolítica. Este análisis presentado por Cenarro le da la oportunidad al
narrador/autora poder defender su derecho a una perspectiva y memorias distintas durante los
eventos de la dictadura.
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El Cuarto de Atrás también representa constructos de masoquismo que sirven como un
modelo en varios niveles que iluminan el viaje de la protagonista y como ella busca una forma de
escapar del aislamiento para llegar a términos con sus experiencias del pasado. El viaje
masoquista le sirve de manera de expiar el pecado de la felicidad que muchos pensaron que sin
embargo era un pecado durante los años de la dictadura. “La búsqueda de su identidad es más
importante que nunca porque el role de victima disuelve su identidad en relación al dictador, y le
da la oportunidad a tomar posesión de sus propios deseos” (Hartson 36). Estos deseos podrán ser
unos formados dentro de una comunidad sexista y católica que subordinaba a las mujeres. Gilles
Deleuze afirma que el masoquismo no esta caracterizado por sentimientos de culpa, pero por el
deseo de estar castigada. El propósito de masoquismo es para resolver la culpa y la ansiedad que
puede hacer la satisfacción sexual posible (Hartson 38). Pero en el caso de El Cuarto de Atrás,
reciente estudios culturales implican que el masoquismo en términos de practica sexual, no
nomas se deben a eso. También puede ser un fantasía que tiene la potencia de disminuir el poder
autoritario, y transformar ese dolor, en algo agradable, tal como la liberación de la
victima/victimas. El narrador inventado por Martín Gaite esta en las manos del “hombre de
negro”, para que al fin del libro ese hombre le pueda ofrecer sus memorias que la dejen ser parte
de las victimas que están sufriendo.
Esta obra es una de las pocas que verdaderamente pudo caracterizar las memorias y
experiencias de muchas de las victimas que sufrieron por esta época. Durante el periodo de
transición, se escribieron docenas de autobiografías y narraciones personales en relación a la
temporada pos-dictadura. Lo que pudo separar esta obra a las otras fue que Martín Gaite pudo
identificar las necesidades psicológicas de su audiencia, y luego expresar y demostrarlas en esta
obra. Pero dentro de la obra, el narrador también pude separarse de las experiencias y
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sufrimiento de la audiencia y las victimas, para que ellos también tengan la oportunidad de
formar sus propias opiniones. Martín Gaite reconoce dentro del libro que sus experiencias son
diferentes a las de otras personas. Martín Gaite tal como el narrador entienden que están en
posiciones de privilegio, igual entiende que están posiciones distintas de sufrimiento. Es
importante entender que anuqué el país y las mujeres sufrieron y pasaron por casos similares
bajo la dictadura, no todo el sufrimiento fue lo mismo. Tal como lo describe Martín Gaite, el
narrador se identifica con el sufrimiento de la hija de Franco. Esto nos indica que ella comparaba
su sufrimiento con las personas de otra clase y nivel social. Este nivel social obviamente de la
alta y rica sociedad. Durante la obra esto es evidente con las contradicciones que presenta el
narrador. Mientras el narrador habla de la pobreza y la falta cosas necesarias, en el cuarto que
describe el narrador mantiene chocolates, salchichas y hasta jabón, cosas que pudieron ser
consideradas un lujo (Rodriguez 42). Podría ser que esto es un ejemplo de la culpa que otras
personas sentían al reflejar sobre los acontecimientos de lo sucedido. Sera que esto también
puede ser una forma de castigarse a uno mismo como indicado en el análisis sobre el
masoquismo.
Algo particularmente interesante que se describe en el libro de Noble es una controversia
que presenta la idea que la literatura de la mujer contiene elemento masoquistas. Que estos
elementos son exagerados en una forma fuerte en una sociedad patriarcal que erotiza la
violencia, tal como fue el caso en España. Tal como es, varios teóricos como Krafft-Ebing,
Freud, Reik y otros identifican un cierto de nivel de masoquismo como normal y fundamental
para la mujer, y que solo fue considerado algo malo cuando se le aplicaron las mismas
características a los hombres. Y aunque el hombre en negro que aparece es misterioso y hasta
puede ser capaz de la violencia, Carola lo acepta aunque la hace temblar del susto. El hombre
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tiene atributos y características dominantes, y los personajes dentro de la historia también
contienen características sumisas.
El elemento del espacio esta también reflejado dentro del discurso del ensaño. Los
espacios como la sala y la cocina representan como el régimen Francista quería dominar todo
aspecto de la mujer. Esta orden domestica aclara el poder que Franco intento imponer no solo en
las calles, pero también dentro del hogar. El hogar refleja un espacio privado que puede defender
a la mujer de los regímenes en contra de la mujer y aislarla de las circunstancias políticas. Pero
Martín Gaite demuestra que eso no es posible, porque hasta las propias experiencias y traumas de
lo que sucedió durante esa época, se reflejaba en todos los aspectos de la mujer, y que realmente
no tenia un espacio para ella misma (Palerm 15). Muchas de las veces estos lugares privados
servían como un recordatorio que estaban mas aisladas y reprimidas en la sociedad. El régimen
estaba interesado en poner a las mujeres en estos lugares privados de sus hogares para razones
políticas, de genero, y de ideologías. El Cuarto de Atrás demuestra que Franco se quería
involucrar en colonizar el espacio privado y prevenir cualquier esfuerzo de resistencia al
régimen. El régimen de Franco representaba el fin de una republica que dejaba a las mujeres un
poco más de expresión y privacidad. La protagonista de la novela esta forzada a una educación
de la iglesia enseñada por mujeres que aprobaban del régimen, a como ser buenas esposas y
madres.
Finalmente Martín Gaite argumenta que el espacio son los medios importantes por lo cual
la narrativa esta transmitida. La construcción de la identidad no nomas es personal, pero también
nacional y basada en las historias de otros. La representación de uno mismo en forma de
narración es un proceso continuo que tiene que adaptarse a las demandas alrededor de uno
mismo. Esta representación contiene los recuerdos del pasado y las esperanzas y las
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preocupaciones para las personas y su futuro. Pero Martín Gaite estresa que la construcción de la
narrativa no podrán crecer si no esta basadas en una fundación bien establecida. Con el
establecimiento de este espacio Martín Gaite dice que esta reconstrucción del pasado nos deja
reconocer a nosotros mismos en el sentido político y nuestro propio pasado. Estas declaraciones
de Martín Gaite nos recuerdan que durante la dictadura no había ningún sentido de privacidad, y
que cualquier espacio era invadido. Esta invasión de espacio era un constante recordatorio del
pasado para las personas que en veces ni el pasado los dejaba escapar. Todo sentido del espacio
fue invadido, y eso abecés destruía los sueños y la reconstrucción de no solo el país de España,
pero de los miles de personas. Pareciera que ningún espacio era seguro.
El Cuarto de Atrás refleja una historia con varias interpretaciones que demuestran los
varios problemas y sufrimientos que se presentaron durante los años de la dictadura. Este libro
representa una voz y sufrimiento que unas personas pueden conectarse con. Las distintas
perspectivas e interpretaciones presentadas en formas tan simples nos dan una oportunidad de
intentar de imaginar el sufrimiento físico y psicológico. La mujer, los hombres, los niños y el
país sufrió, y este libro ayudo a muchos reflejar en el pasado, para poder seguir adelante con sus
vidas.
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Humanities
First Place: Shelby Janet Weitz, “Anne Sexton’s Transformation of
‘Happily Ever After’” (Dr. Stubblefield)

Focusing on Anne Sexton’s image of “happily ever after” within the poems “Cinderella,”
“Rapunzel,” and “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” Sexton emphasizes her negative view
toward the typical fairy-tale ending. Within the transformation of her poems, universally
understood ideas of womanliness are exposed as what Sexton truly believes those ideas of
femininity to be. We are shown reflections of the past that we have been a part of through
famous fairy tales and are drawn into a surprising transformation of culturally loved princess
stories that “stress wonder and horror,” according to Louis Martz (47). Sexton expands on
marriage, love, and femininity, which are culturally seen as the most valued outcomes of a
“happily ever after.” Sexton undoes the typical fairytale ending in her Transformations poems
and unravels traditional conceptions of womanhood by presenting what is culturally known as
the perfect life as something boring and dull. Overall, Sexton deconstructs the culturally created
idea of “happily ever after” within her Transformations poems, revealing the dominate ideology
of love and femininity to be unrealistic and unsatisfying.
Within Sexton’s poem “Cinderella,” she slowly begins to reveal the truth behind a happy
ending, suggesting that, if happy endings existed, they would be dreary and depressing rather
than positive. Alicia Ostriker elaborates on the skewed perception of life that Sexton works to
reveal to her readers, saying that “the poet’s effort to understand her stories on her own terms
precipitates a transformed view of traditional social values, particularly those associated with
feminine life patterns: love and marriage, beauty… and the idea of goodness and moral
responsibility” (257). Sexton presents her negative attitude toward these impractical social values
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within her closing stanza of “Cinderella” that addresses the overall idea of “happily ever after”
(100).
Cinderella and the prince
lived, they say, happily ever after,
like two dolls in a museum case…(99-101).
By Sexton adding “they say” into her closing stanza, she fails to classify the typical Cinderella
story as a “happily ever after” plot, but rather, she shapes and re-forms the readers concept of a
happy ending (100). The specific focus on “happily ever after,” (100) seen in the marriage of
Cinderella and the prince, portrays marriage in a transformed light that Ostriker identifies as a
symbol of “selfishness” and “captivity” (Ostriker 257). The captivity is depicted by the image of
“two dolls in a museum case” which shows a physicality of forced imprisonment (101). The
binding images that Sexton creates through use of simile shows the cultural belief of marriage to
be a form of subjugation upon women and true femininity.
Sexton continues to reveal love and marriage as oppression as she writes further,
elaborating on the housewife role that is implied and pushed onto women after marriage. She
expands additionally by revealing added negative concepts concerning the expected and
desiredlifestyle of women, seen within the next lines of her closing stanza:
…never bothered by diapers or dust,
never arguing over the timing of an egg,
never telling the same story twice,
never getting a middle-aged spread… (102-105).
Through creating transformed images of “happily ever after” (100) within her poetry, Sexton
unravels the traditional conceptions of womanhood, reinforced within her poem by negative
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references to housewife duties concerning “diapers and dust” and the act of cooking, seen in her
lines regarding “the timing of an egg” and “middle-aged spread.” (102-103). The images of
cleaning, cooking, and caring for children are mocked as Sexton promises that a “happily ever
after” (100) means “never [being] bothered” by these duties, even though the suppressive
patriarchy continuously forces these housewife characteristics onto women (102). Through her
poem, Sexton shows that taking on the role of a housewife is not a desired happy ending as a
woman but rather a patriarchal form of domination.
Continuing onto the last three lines of the closing stanza, Sexton concludes her
transformation of the common ideals of marriage with the image of the lack of happiness
concerning the prince and princess’s new married life.
…their darling smiles pasted on for eternity.
Regular Bobbsey Twins.
That story (lines 106-108).
The smiles upon the prince and princesses faces that are “pasted on for eternity” (106) become
mocking and unrealistic symbols of the dull nature of marriage that Sexton understands and
believes in so passionately. She concludes her final stanza using literary allusion, referencing an
old children’s novel titled “Bobbsey Twins,” (107) again relating the concept of “happily ever
after” (100) and marriage to the fantasy and unrealistic nature of children or childlike adventures.
Within Sexton’s “Cinderella” poem, she identifies the culturally constructed ideas of marriage,
being a part of a happy ending, as stereotypical constraints forced onto woman, ultimately being
negative rather than what society continuously portrays as good and correct.
The power within Sexton’s fairytale transformations validates her attitude toward the socially
constructed values she addresses within her poem. Sexton utilizes images within her poem to
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represent her negative view on larger aspects of cultural norm which sets an overall tone that,
according to Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, “obviously stresses the difference between fairy tales
and real domestic life” (148). Although life as a woman is culturally known to be connected to
and advertised as a fairytale, Sexton’s “Cinderella” sets up thick imagery to reinforce her
transformation of this socially constructed value system into a disguised reflection of her beliefs
that married life is nothing like a fairytale ending. Carol Leventen also reinforces this negative
idea of marriage by arguing that “Cinderella’s role [is] actually [a] step in personality
development required to reach self-fulfillment” which, in the end, promotes “her marriage to the
prince as entirely appropriate rewards for the personal growth she has demonstrated” (138).
Sexton transforms the idea that marriage is one of the main aspects of a “happily ever after” by
uncovering the dull nature and reality of a happy life, normally defined and guaranteed by the
prince or male rescuer; but in reality, this prince figure is an image of the patriarchal oppressor
that continuously suppressed women, molding femininity into a culturally distorted idea.
Moving onto Sexton’s poem “Rapunzel,” a transformed idea of “happily ever after” is
again easily recognized through Sexton’s negative worldview toward the culturally understood
idea of love and a happy ending. According to Leonard Cassuto, “‘Rapunzel’… takes the witch’s
point of view, presenting her as a lonely old woman filled with sexual longing…” Rapunzel is
taken and locked away because of her physical beauty that is cherished obsessively by the witch.
so of course when it was born
she took the child away with her…(86-87).
Because Rapuzel was such a beautiful girl
Mother Gothel treasured her beyond all things.
As she grew older Mother Gothel thought:
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None but I will ever see or touch her (90-93).
The witch becomes an image of the suppressor, reflecting back onto the patriarchal oppression of
femininity, as she “locks [Rapunzel] in a tower without a door/ or a staircase” (94-95). Out of the
many attributes held by women, only the physical characteristics of feminine beauty are valued
as something to be “treasured” (91) by the witch, showing that Mother Gothel too follows the
common patriarchal patterns of setting distorted ideals about beauty. Carol Leventen expands on
the idea of patriarchal oppression stating that “in these poems, Sexton’s protagonists are
silenced…” which represents the “devalued products of patriarchy… that inscribes male power”
(136). Sexton’s beliefs that patriarchy is extremely detrimental on the development of women is
clearly seen as she uses the witch to portray the oppressor who forces distorted concepts of
beauty and femininity onto the princess.
The oppression of Mother Gothel continues when Rapunzel finds love, and near the end
of Sexton’s poem, the image of “happily ever after” once again arises. When the witch’s trickery
does not work, her “heart shr[i]nks to the size of a pin,” utterly destroyed in the end of Sexton’s
transformed tale (161). The prince, who is “blinded by thorns,” hears “a song that pierces his
heart” (140-142). This voice is the voice of Rapunzel and, “as he kiss[es] Rapunzel, her tears fall
on his eyes/ and in the manner of such cure-alls/ his sight [is] suddenly restored” (144-146).
Because we see Rapunzel’s fairy tale love story fall perfectly into place once she meets her
prince charming, it is clear that the love between Rapunzel and the prince becomes the valued
and desirable concept that Sexton is sure to emphasize by concluding her horrific and dark story
with love as the savior and restorer of a terrible life. When the two lovers are united, their
company becomes a “cure-all” and all is “suddenly restored,” showing the over exaggeration
within Sexton’s writing as she works to reveal the unrealistic nature of fairytale romance (145-
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146). This image of restoration and praised elevation of the reuniting of the prince and princess
is shown as the culturally known understanding of a happy ending but is deconstructed by within
Sexton’s transformation.
The unrealistic and dull nature of what is culturally understood as “happily ever after”
continues toward the end of Sexton’s poem Rapunzel.
They lived happily as you might expect… (147).
The world, some say,
is made up of couples.
A rose must have a stem (152-154).
After the prince and Rapunzel are reunited and the witch is killed, allowing a life of romance and
marriage for the lovers, Sexton uses her poem to show the relationship between the prince and
Rapunzel as true happiness within a happy ending. When Sexton reminds readers that this ending
is something that “you might expect,” she portrays her negative attitude toward the idea that
culture truly believes that “the world… is made up of couples” (147 &149). This culturally
contorted image of love appears obviously unrealistic within Sexton’s eyes as she chooses
specific language to portray amplification on an impractical ending. By using “some say” (152)
within her closing stanza, Sexton shows that the idea of “happily ever after” is not a guaranteed
and world-wide truth, but rather, an impractical idea. Sexton’s princess becomes the main image
that follows the cultural standards that Sexton so strongly detests and unravels. Rapunzel,
Sexton’s protagonist, is “cast into [a] role and proceeds to play [it] out” (Leventen 139). Through
the transformation of well-known fairy tales, Sexton continues to introduce the horror behind
cultural stereotypes that are so frequently ignored by using culturally loved stories as a canvas in
order to paint her dark and informative painting.
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Not only are the concepts of love and marriage forced upon women to be believed to be
the end-goal and absolute desire within woman-hood and femininity, but beauty, known to be
valued equally by society, is also addressed within Sexton’s Transformations poems. “Regarding
the value of beauty,” Ostriker elaborates on how the audience “learns in Snow White that an
innocent virgin’s unconscious beauty makes her a stupid doll, a commodity, while an
experienced woman’s conscious beauty makes her not only cruel but doomed” (Ostriker 257). In
Ostriker’s article, the witch is viewed in a different light, portrayed as the experienced woman
who is fully aware of her beauty who, in the end, is punished, having to “dance the fire dance in
iron shoes” (23). After the witch gets tortured to death at Snow White’s wedding ceremony, the
image of contorted and misunderstood concepts of true beauty are recognized within Sexton’s
poetry when Snow White “refer[s] to her mirror” (163). By punishing Mother Gothel, who can
be interpreted as the mature woman, Sexton reveals the common social ideal that physical beauty
is valued within culture by creating the image of Snow White peering into her “mirror/ as women
do” (163-164). Further restricting and oppressive patriarchal concepts are revealed, continuing
deeper into Sexton’s poem, overall expanding on the unrealistic and dull nature of the socially
constructed ideas of a happy ending.
Oppression is seen not only in Snow White’s own reflections on self-beauty, but also in
physical constrictions forced upon Snow White by other characters within Sexton’s poem. After
Snow Whites death within Sexton’s “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” the dwarfs “ma[k]e a
glass coffin/ and set it upon the seventh mountain/ so that all who passed by/ could peak in upon
her beauty. By placing Snow white into a “glass coffin,” the same restricting image that is seen
within the glass doll-case that the prince and princess are put into, the see-through casing of the
coffin is portrayed as another suppressive form of exploitation that demoralizes Snow White’s
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femininity, transforming her into a spectacle and object. In Sexton’s second to last stanza, we see
Snow White become a commodity when the prince finds her body within the coffin.
The dwarfs took pity upon him
and gave him the glass Snow Whiteit’s doll-eyes shut foreverto keep in his far-off castle” (139-142).
Snow White’s transition from human to object is seen within Sexton’s poem when her pronoun
changes from her to “it’s” (141). Femininity is portrayed by Sexton in a completely different
light, showing that the common, valued ideal that “happily ever after” involves being rescued
and stolen away by a prince is realistic. This distorted idea of woman-hood is further explored to
re-assure Sexton’s negative view toward the unrealistic and unsatisfying ideals of the culturally
constructed “happily ever after.”
Within Sexton’s “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” the role that the princess take on
is that of “sociocultural” focus, which is, according to Sexton, distorted and unrealistic. Sexton’s
negative image of “happily ever after” continues within her poem “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs.” Near the ending of the transformed tale, beauty and marriage is heightened to be valued
as what is considered to be a perfect happy ending.
And thus Snow White became the prince’s bride… (147).
Meanwhile Snow White held court,
rolling her china-blue doll eyes open and shut
and sometimes referring to her mirror
as women do (161-164).
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The image of womanhood is addressed when Sexton speaks of the assumption that it is natural
for women to frequently peer at their physical image through a mirror. The cultural construction
of beauty is reflected within the imagery of the blue-eyed princess “returning to gaze
triumphantly in her mirror as women do” (McClure and Smith 1757). Sexton deconstructs the
socially fabricated idea of femininity that is dominantly based off of physical appearance by over
exaggerating and drawing attention to this ideal which is strengthened in Sexton’s image of
“china-blue doll eyes,” being physical traits that have been valued as beautiful within culture for
centuries. According to William Root, “[Sexton] ruthlessly attacks the fairy tales which have
sprung from the original Grimm tales and simultaneously attacks the aspects of our culture which
have used those fairy tales to” create warped ideas of femininity and womanhood into something
accepted and admired. Once again, the unification of snow white and the prince becomes a
reinforced, desired, cultural idea of a happy ending.
The many negative emotions continuously internalized by woman are vividly explored in
Sexton’s poetry which extracts the voice within woman that is so commonly suppressed. This
tactic and style not only fulfills Sexton’s responsibility in giving importance to woman and their
issues, but also molds her into a powerful poet. The correct life-style is typically seen within love
stories and happy endings which are often found within all fairy tales. These are the stories that
Sexton attacks and transforms from culturally seen as positive, into an idea that is completely
negative. Within three of Sexton’s Transformations poems, Sexton’s powerful poetry exposes
her negative belief about “happily ever after” is not what culture creates to be idealistic
femininity, marriage, or love.
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Humanities
Second Place: Kalina Jurkowski, “Slavery and Colonialism in Jane

Eyre” (Dr. Pivak)

According to B. W. Higman, author, Emeritus Professor of the Australian National
University and Emeritus Professor of the University of the West Indies, “in 1750 the [Jamaican]
population was 142,000, with enslaved people of African origin making up 90 per cent of the
total and whites 9 per cent” (2). Jamaica was one of many British colonies in the West Indies and
North America that faced such excessive slavery. These slaves under British control generally
faced horrible, inhumane treatment, which was made even worse for the initial groups of slaves
that were forced to separate from their families and leave their home countries. Higman explains
that the cruel handling of slaves happened because the planters, those who were in charge of
supervising the plantations, felt pressure “to ‘manage’ the enslaved by means, however brutal, to
extract the maximum labour from them for the maximum profit of the proprietor,” the owner of
the plantation (8). This pressure for profit was detrimental to the well-being of the slaves. Not all
of the British colonies, however, were formed for the economic gains of slavery. The British
colonized India for commercial purposes and to gain power over more territory. Many British
Christians also went over to India to spread their faith and culture. Moosaphir, a contributor in an
1853 edition of The Catholic Layman, exemplifies this ideal cultural expansion in the conclusion
of his tale of his conversion to Christianity in India. He leaves the friends he met in India with
these final words of a bright future, “When next we meet . . . we shall all speak one language; we
shall be of one colour—all of one nation” (Moosaphir 35). This sentiment demonstrates the
English idea that by colonizing India, they would benefit them by making them a part of
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England. Although some say that Bronte was against this slavery and colonialism, her novel,
Jane Eyre, does not strongly show her disapproval of the practice.
One aspect of Jane Eyre that gives away Charlotte’s view surrounds the unexamined
wealth that several characters bring over from the West Indies. One such character is John Eyre,
Jane’s uncle from Madeira. In the book, when Bessie informs Jane about the existence of her
uncle in Madeira, the two suppose that he is a “wine-merchant . . . or perhaps clerk or agent to a
wine-merchant” (Bronte 101). This assumption is highly probable because the Madeira Islands,
according to James Tuten, a historical researcher and professor at Juniata College, were best
known for their wine, the recipe of which dramatically improved in the eighteenth-century, and
stayed in popularity until the late nineteenth-century (57, 59). Another reasonable assumption is
that John Eyre had a hand in trading wine in America. Tuten explains that rich planters in the
American south highly enjoyed Madeira wine and regularly purchased large amounts of it until
the conflict of the Civil War prevented further trade (58). These American planters, by definition
of their name, managed slaves and earned their money through slave labor. Therefore, John
Eyre’s fortune likely came from slave labor in the West.
This conclusion allows his money to be analyzed in regards to its slavish origins. Susan
L. Meyer, a literary critic and English professor at Wellesley College, claims that, after Jane has
received her inheritance from her uncle and is living at Ferndean with Rochester, some tension
remains in the final setting (267-268). She explains that Ferndean’s “unhealthy atmosphere” and
‘insalubrious’ condition are grounded in the oppressive history of Jane’s inherited fortune
(Meyer 267). However, this oppressive fortune may not be the main culprit of the dark mood at
Ferndean. A more realistic answer is that Rochester’s new disability casts a gloomy shadow onto
the house. When Jane is first told about Rochester’s condition after the fire by the host of the inn,
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he tells her that “yes: he is alive; but many think he had better be dead” (Bronte 414). His
disabled condition seems so miserable to the host and others that they think it is worse than
death. The host continues to say that “he is now helpless, indeed—blind and a cripple” because
of the loss of his sight and hand (Bronte 415). Rochester’s newly disabled life and daily
reminders of the fire probably attribute to the mood of the household more than the origins of
Jane’s wealth. Similarly, when Jane first finds out about the death of John Eyre and the fortune
he left her, she refuses to accept the entire twenty thousand pounds, possibly because of its
oppressive background. She claims that she cannot take all of the money because she is “not
brutally selfish, blindly unjust, or fiendishly ungrateful,” perhaps suggesting that the money
would make her that way (Bronte 375). She insists that St. John, Mary, and Diana should share
with her the fortune left by their uncle John, explaining that “it would torment and oppress [her]
to have twenty thousand [pounds]” (Bronte 376). Although some see Jane’s reluctance to take
the money as a rejection of slave labor, she has other motives on her mind. First, Jane has never
had a family before, and she hopes to create a familial bond with her cousins by sharing the
money with them. She plainly tells St. John that she wants to share the money with him and his
sisters because she “never had a home, [she] never had brothers or sisters; [she] must and will
have them now” (Bronte 376). This desire for family has nothing to do with the oppressive
history of the money. In addition, Jane has been taught since a child at Lowood to live
minimally, and the thought of suddenly having so much money to herself may make her truly
uncomfortable. She mocks the idea of keeping all of the money for herself, exclaiming to St.
John, “I, wealthy—gorged with gold I never earned and do not merit! You, penniless!” (Bronte
376). Jane does not think that she deserves to have all of the money, and her personal values tell
her that it would be wrong to do so. Therefore, the uneasiness at Ferndean and Jane’s reluctance
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to accept her uncle’s inheritance can be attributed to a variety of credible causes other than the
oppressive background of the money.
Another aspect of the novel that demonstrates Bronte’s indifferent opinion on slavery is
the fact that none of the characters ever explicitly mention Western slavery in the text. According
to James Walvin, an author and professor emeritus of history at the University of New York, the
products of slave labor collected by the British were so interwoven into domestic society that
few people seemed to realize the connection between their goods and their origins (8-9). This
reflects the characters in Jane Eyre, who are surrounded by items from the colonies, such as
coffee and tobacco, but never discuss their source. For example, at Lowood, the daily five
o’clock meal “consist[s] of a small mug of coffee, and a half a slice of brown bread” (Bronte 64).
Similarly, at Thornfield, “coffee is handed” to the guests in the drawing room as a customary
gesture (Bronte 179). This foreign drink was produced in the West Indies, and according to
Walvin, became increasingly popular due to the flavor-enhancing and everyday presence of
sugar in England from slave labor in the West (4). Tobacco is also seen in the novel. For
example, when Jane describes Grace Poole’s routine at Thornfield, she says that “[Grace] would
. . . descend to the kitchen once a day, eat her dinner, smoke a moderate pipe on the hearth, and
go back . . .” (Bronte 168). In addition, Rochester smokes in his fortune-teller disguise, and
mentions wanting to smoke after his stressful shopping trip in Millcote with Jane (Bronte 198,
268). Tobacco was produced through slave labor, yet the characters still smoke it seemingly
without a second thought. Walvin continues to explain that the slavery in North America and the
West Indies “would [not] have happened on the scale . . . that it did without consumer demand . .
. ” (8). Although some may see this as grounds for the characters to feel immensely guilty about
their participation in the enslavement and brutal treatment of others, only those directly involved
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in the trade would have understood the connection. Instead of intentionally denying their role in
the oppression of others, the characters were likely blissfully unaware of their role. As James
Walvin explained, the products produced by slaves had become such a natural part of everyday
Victorian life that few people knew of the origins of their goods (8-9). Because of this lack of
knowledge, not because of their guilt, the characters in the novel naturally never discuss Western
slavery.
Another way that Bronte shows her indifference with the British slavery and colonialism
of others is through Jane’s decision not to go to India. Jane has several strong reasons supporting
her decision not to go, which contribute to her decision much more than any reservations she
may have had about the idea of participating in the colonization of India. First, Jane is
unwilling to marry St. John. When he first asks Jane to come to India with him as a missionary’s
wife, she thinks about the offer and decides that “as his sister, I might accompany him—not as
his wife” (Bronte 393). St. John, however, repeatedly insists that the only way they can go
together is if they are married. He seems to openly admit that he does not love Jane, claiming
that “God and nature intended [her] for a missionary’s wife” and that she was “formed for
labour, not for love” (Bronte 390). Regardless, this will not work for Jane, who “scorn[s] the
counterfeit sentiment [St. John] offer[s]” (Bronte 396). Jane refuses to marry unless she is able to
share a genuine love with her husband. Another reason why Jane decides not to go is because she
is reluctant to die. As she initially considers St. John’s offer, she recognizes that “if [she] go[es]
to India, [she] go[es] to premature death” (Bronte 392). She even compares going to India with
committing suicide when she tries to explain to St. John that “God did not give [her her] life to
throw away” (Bronte 401). Diana, too, sees the danger in St. John’s proposal when Jane confides
in her later. She responds, “You would not live three months there, I am certain . . . you have not
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consented—have you, Jane?” (Bronte 402). Jane decides not to go to India because she doesn’t
want to die. The third reason why Jane decides not to go to India is because she does not want to
leave England without finding out how Rochester is doing. After telling St. John that she does
not want to waste her life by dying in India, she adds that “there is a point on which [she has]
long endured painful doubt; and [she] can go nowhere till by some means that doubt is removed”
(Bronte 401). This doubt, as St. John easily recognizes, is Rochester’s unknown condition. Jane
tells him that she “must find out what is become of him” before she makes her decision (Bronte
401). The novel makes clear throughout these passages that going to India is not the right choice
for Jane because she does not want to enter an emotionless marriage with St. John, die
prematurely, or leave without knowledge of Rochester’s state.
Although some would argue that Jane’s decision not to go to India is a rejection of the
British colonization of India, it is more likely that Bronte intended her decision to be a rejection
of missionary work in general. In her article, “The Sultan and the Slave: Feminist Orientalism
and the Structure of Jane Eyre,” Joyce Zonana makes a supporting argument. She claims that
Bronte has presented Jane as a “model life” for her audience (Zonana 597). Zonana explains that
because Jane is not finally content with Rochester until his “Eastern,” despotic characteristics are
eliminated, Bronte is urging her readers to likewise remove the “Eastern” traits from their own
potential husbands (597). If Bronte does intend Jane’s life to be a model for her audience
throughout the novel, then Jane’s decision to stay in England instead of going to India and
becoming a missionary’s wife represents another recommendation for her readers. She suggests
that her readers also stay away from missionary work because it is equated with loveless
marriages, premature death, and uncertainty, which most people would want to avoid. Bronte
does not, however, seem to be discouraging the general colonization of India because she never
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specifically mentions colonization. Furthermore, Jane would not have known much about the
British involvement in India, much like she was unaware of the slave labor used to produce her
everyday goods. Therefore, Bronte only discourages her readers from the missionary work that
she is familiar with when she uses Jane’s life as a model for making the correct decision.
Through the many reasons for Jane’s trouble to accept her inheritance, the lack of any
mention of the origins of everyday Western goods, and Jane’s ultimate decision not to become a
missionary in India, Bronte seems to show that she does not have a strong opinion of the British
slavery and colonization of others. This point of view would have been common in Bronte’s
time because so few people had knowledge of the British practices in the West. This is
significant because Bronte’s novel directly reflects the ideas of a majority of the Victorian
people, making the text an invaluable primary source from its era. In addition, the novel shows
us issues that would have been more evident to the Victorians than slavery or colonialism, such
as the challenges of disabilities, the struggle to preserve families, and the prospect of dying for
missionary work. Although Bronte did not advocate for an end to slavery or colonialism in her
novel, she did address a variety of problems that people in the Victorian era may have been more
familiar with.
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Math and Science
First Place: Tiara Rowell, “Science Reflection” (Dr. Hyland)

Science, the way that I comprehend it, consists of studying and experimenting with things
that make up the universe, and I believe that there is science in pretty much everything that we
see and do. Personally, my father and faith have influenced my views on science considerably.
My father has a job that allows him to explore forensics and dabble in science, and we often
discuss what happens in his day to day work life. We are also a Catholic family that tends to look
for answers in our religion. Although I am heavily influenced by my family with the way I view
the world, I know that simple things such as just purely living and taking breaths consists of
science. There is science in body language, and human interaction too. Science is in everyday
life; it’s in the weather, it’s in the light that supplies power to the buildings you walk in and out
of, and it’s in an effortless text message. In the past, when I thought of the word “science”, I
imagined chemicals being experimented with, and pictured a lot of math being involved. This
class, however, has specifically changed my views about science by allowing me to learn about
how the universe was created. In general, I have learned that science is the fundamental basis of
this world.
Many people speculate that science is done only by scientists. I used to assume that
science is mostly studied and experimented with by chemists and people who have degrees in
certain fields that qualify them to be able to safely and professionally perform. In actuality,
science is really done by experimenting to see what works best and what doesn’t. Anyone can
experiment with science. It only requires a decent amount of knowledge concerning the scientific
subject you’re working with. If your motive is to create a certain chemical reaction, that is done
by trial and error. Honestly, I believe that most science is the product of trial and error. I have
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experience experimenting with science when I was younger in life. In elementary school, I did a
project concerning electricity with a potato and a penny to make a potato powered light bulb.
When I tried this experiment and succeeded, I felt like I had accomplished a scientific feat of
some sort. When I entered high school and messed around with chemicals in chemistry, I felt like
I had control of a special kind of power many did not know about. In short, people did not
automatically know the right ingredients and answers to scientific experiments. This is why you
can experiment to find that there are different levels to what kind of a scientist you are, and
where your skill level is at. Once I realized that I had the capability of creating scientific results,
I immediately felt more comfortable in the field of science.
A number of the experiences I have had with science are somewhat difficult for my mind
to comprehend because I’m in constant awe at what this world is capable of, and what we as
humans are capable of creating. One aspect of my relationship with science is that I’m definitely
always wondering how this world works in correlation to science. I was in 6th grade the first
time I actually learned about how the world was created and how old it was. I remember feeling
confused that the world didn’t necessarily happen as I had been told it had. I was taught to
believe that whatever happened in the Bible was true. When I began learning about how the earth
was formed and how evolution was eventually introduced, it further confused my young mind. I
felt curious yet conflicted. The question of “Why wasn’t I taught this earlier?” popped up in my
mind. I remember reading about evolution as well, and how eventually mankind became what it
is today. Learning about the human evolution theory also challenged my beliefs. Normally I was
told that everything started with the iconic Adam and Eve. I still to this day do not believe that
we evolved from primates, but I do acknowledge the fact that humans are similar to apes and
could have possibly evolved from ape-like structures millions of years ago. However, as I was
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introduced to these different theories humans had developed about mankind's existence, I
became more individualistic in my comprehensive thinking style.
With doubtful stories from the “sacred” bible, I feel it’s easier to understand how science
actually was the culprit of how life began and how events happened over time. It’s rather
difficult when you are supposed to believe in the bible based on “faith” alone. Although I can
appreciate that the stories in the bible are great moral lessons and demonstrate what principles
humanity should have. With science, you have answers and detailed reasons that describe why
each and every little thing happened-which is logically more appealing. Yet, since these are
conflicting views that different sides of society tell me to believe in, I have always felt like I
never would fully comprehend science and its mysterious complicated concepts. Science
continues to puzzle me when I try to comprehend the explanations behind some of the world’s
simplest wonders.
Most of my basic science memories come from high school classes. My senior year in
high school, I took forensics. I took this class partly because my dad is an investigator and I’ve
grown up with him talking about his job all of my life. Before he was an investigator, he was a
sheriff. I always wanted to be a cop when I was younger, but eventually that aspiration changed.
Since I still am interested in the psychological side of investigations, I figured taking forensics
would be beneficial and interesting to learn more about. I did enjoy the content of this class,
mostly. The annoying part about this class, though, was that the teacher was too laid back with
the kids because he is a soccer coach. So kids in my class would talk over him, and not take
assignments seriously. Although I did thoroughly enjoy doing individual presentations on serial
killers. The psychological side intrigued me more than the analytical forensics part. We watched
interviews with world famous serial killers and critiqued how calm and collected they acted- like
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for example Ted Bundy. We also did a fingerprint activity and we got to set up our own crime
scene, with detailed clues. I was also chosen to go to a seminar with other investigators and
police-force professionals where we learned more about forensics. While this class was really
entertaining, I wish the whole class was more involved. The hands on experiments in this class
really gave me the feeling of the fact that maybe I was doing some of the things my dad does in
his everyday work life. I really look up to my father, so being able to come home and talk about
the activities we did in forensics and have him understand and relate to what I was talking about
was very fulfilling. Overall, this class left me satisfied in learning about the basic procedures that
happen with forensics, but also with a feeling of regret that the student’s didn’t take the class
more seriously.
In relation to my science portfolio, I have realized that you do not always have to have
the correct answers to things. It’s totally okay to not know, and to make a hypothesis based off of
what knowledge you have already attained. Science can grow on a person if the person gives it
the chance and allows scientific growth to happen. As I began to explore my feelings about
science through my reflection journals, I gradually became aware of the fact that I was capable
of coming up with decent hypotheses, and that science experiments do not necessarily have to
deal with subjects I’m not interested in. I can do experiments about how people work and react to
things when put in certain situations, and that makes the experience much more enjoyable to me.
I prefer gathering and analyzing data that I enjoy experimenting with, and I am able to express
my inner social-like artistic side that way.
I tend to enjoy learning about the science of bigger things that I can actually see and be
reminded are there in everyday life rather than look through a microscope at something my
naked human eye will never be able to see. It feels as if I’m able to grasp what is actually the
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logic behind the concept if I can physically see it. I enjoy learning about astronomy specifically
because of this reason. I can see the stars, and now that I am learning about how constellations
work, and how the Milky Way looks to us on earth, I feel like I can apply and use this in
everyday life now. For example, now that I know how to find certain constellations, I can not
only impress friends and family with this knowledge, but I can relish in the fact that I actually
have learned information about the night sky. Some more of the incredible but confusing
information I have learned involves galaxies and the sizes of things that are outside of our
universe and light years away. These facts are very interesting to learn about since I will never be
able to physically see. It makes me feel very small in comparison to how the world can go on
without me in it, but it also gives me the hope that there is something bigger and better than
anything we can possibly imagine that exists after this life, or just outside of this reality
completely.
Recently, the blood moon made an appearance and it was a big deal. As I was viewing
the moon, I thought about how the way the natural world works is astonishing. Again, I think
that we are so very little in comparison to outer worldly phenomenon. I was looking up at the
blood moon with a friend, and she said “Look how pretty the blood moon is. God created all of
this too. I’m so happy I live in such a beautiful world by God.” While I agreed with her, I also
felt compelled to let her know that maybe it’s more than just God. I couldn’t help but also feel
like there is more to say about such complex events that happen outside of earth, revolving
around different galaxies and such. I feel like people tend to forget that Earth is not the only
planet; there are other galaxies with other planets, we just haven’t been able to actually go there
yet. Human life, though precious, is so miniscule compared to things that are beyond our control
and imagination. I may sound like I’m putting down the role humans play in the scheme of life,
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but I’m really not. With contrasting what I have learned about science so far with what I believe
religious wise, I feel like even though there are plenty of answers that science can explain, faith
is important to have to go hand in hand with science, because not even science can explain some
of the miraculous things that I have witnessed in my life, and it feels as if there is more to life
than just scientific explanations of how everything got to be where it is now.
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Math and Science
Second Place: Shelby Janet Weitz, “The Night Sky” (Dr. Hyland)

Growing up in Hawaii, the only science I was aware of was the nature surrounding me. I
constantly immersed myself in beautiful places filled with different plant species and areas that
had lots of creatures. One of my favorite things to do while in Hawaii was lay on the beach at
night and look up at the stars. How many shooting stars could I spot in one night? While I rested
in the sand, the sky always appeared so close. I would reach my hand upward and pretend to
squish the stars between my two fingers. Science was all around me but there were very little
times where I acknowledged this fact or desired to go into depth with the frequent observations I
made. All through homeschooling and Christian high school, I was warned about the subject of
science and how most science teachers only believe in evolution and discourage religion. There
have been many times I’ve worried about how science may conflict with my religious views
because I know there is so much debate about the relationship between religion and science or if
there even is a relationship in the first place. I didn’t like the fact that both science and religion
raised questions that sometimes didn’t have factual or true answers. It’s hard to believe in two
different things that constantly try to disprove one another. Because of this, I only ever focused
on the beauty of science and creation rather than try to understand the details behind it.
Because I was only interested in the science that was easily observable around me, I
focused on the things that caught me eyes. Over time, my fascination with zodiac signs grew.
After all, I always related the massiveness of the sky to God’s omniscience, omnipresence, and
omnipotence. Little did I know that there were actually zodiac constellations that could be seen
in the sky at certain times of the year. The only constellation I could recognize before taking
Astronomy was Orion because of his easily distinguishable belt, shoulders, and knees. Still, I did
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not know who he was or how he had earned his place in the sky. I thought that maybe if I could
more easily grasp the different characteristics of the sky, then I would get a step closer in
realizing the greatness of God. I wished to learn more about the sky. What do those stars look
like? After a while, I wanted to know what the actual constellation was rather than what they
appeared to look like in my eyes. Knowing a lot about zodiac signs and astrology, I figured it
would be fascinating to be able to recognize those constellations in the sky and understand the
myths behind them.
To help with my concern on incorporating religion and science, my high school made
sure to expose Christian world views in the science that was taught in class. In high school, every
single class I took incorporated Christianity into the subject. We would pray before class, and
always find ways to relate Gods glory to what we were learning. After each section in our
science book, the conclusion spoke of how the topic overall explained Gods existence. Because
of this experience in high school, it was scary to know that I would be going into college to learn
about science with the aspects of Christianity I was so accustomed to taken away. At first, I was
nervous to take a science course because I assumed that the concepts of evolution would be
drilled into my head. I was able to learn about the things my Christian high school discredited
and refused to teach such as evolution and the big bang theory while still having a Christian
mindset. It’s interesting to welcome new information with different mindsets. According to
Christianity, God is outside of all time and space. To know this, I not only learned to appreciate
the greatness of the place we live, but also the awesomeness of God. During this course, I was
able to hold on to my beliefs, and compare the vastness of the universe with God’s attributes.
More specifically, I was drawn to the sky. I viewed the sky as a painting, like a sheet of
sparkling paper. Not until Astronomy class did I learn the actual massiveness of our universe. In
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class, the first chapter jumped into explaining the universe, the Milky Way galaxy, and our solar
system. By putting these unimaginable things into a smaller scale, my little human mind was
able to have a quick glimpse of actually how large our universe is. It was frustrating to know that
mankind is only a speck in the time line from the beginning of creation. The cosmic calendar
compresses 14-billion years of history into one year so that each month represents a little more
than one billion years. The entire history of human civilization falls into just half a minute out of
a whole year. That’s how insignificant mankind is on this time line of history compressed down
to a year. But then a new perspective began to form. Humans are so lucky to be placed on this
world and to have so much control over its resources. The idea also that there could very easily
be another planet out there in a different star system fascinated me. The deeper I dove into
astronomy, the more I was able to relate the massiveness of the universe to my idea of God.
When admiring the night sky now, there is more depth behind my thoughts and more knowledge
about something I had once looked at so many times before. This affected my relationship with
science because it expanded my knowledge on something that previously held no more meaning
than the appearance of a pretty picture.
When something that did not hold previous value to me is given a new meaning,
appreciation and new views are formed which not only changes my relationship with science
specifically but also other aspects of my life and how I choose to live. After learning about
seasonal changes in the night sky, I understood that the path of the sun, called the elliptic, held
the constellations of the zodiac. Instead of looking up at the night sky in search of every zodiac
constellation, I realized that only at certain times were specific constellations visible in the night
sky. In class, we have celestial globes that show the placement of the constellations in the sky
depending on earth’s rotation and direction of the northern hemisphere. Having this globe as a
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visual, I was able to find out what times certain constellations would be in the sky and what
direction in the sky they would be located. Depending on the position of the earth to the sun,
constellations will or will not be visible during night. If the sun is against the background of
certain constellations, they will not be visible until a certain month. Now, when I look up at the
night sky, I know that only a few constellations of the zodiac will be visible that night. Science
began to form a new meaning to me as a learned all this information about the sky. Although I
was previously fearful of science possibly ruining my religious views, I realized that diving
deeper into science was only strengthening my fascination and appreciation for science and
religion, rather than scaring me away.
In our book, chapter six expands on asteroids and comets. By focusing on this chapter, I
was able to distinguish the difference between the two. Comets, coming from the Kuiper belt, are
leftover planetesimals rich in icy composition. Asteroids are very similar but have more of a
rocky composition and come from the asteroid belt that lays between Mars and Jupiter. After
reading chapter six, I realized that my idea of a shooting star was wrong. A shooting star is not a
star at all, but rather, an object breaking through our atmosphere. Gravitational nudges from
Jovian planets send asteroids and comets toward earth. Although I knew that there were many
more fields other than just Astronomy and the study of the sky, learning this new information
that actually fascinated me, grew my relationship with science and has now inspired me to learn
about other fields of science.
Overall, in Astronomy class, we discussed the stars in many different aspects. Being a
part of this class did more than just teach me fun facts about the sky. I was able to transform my
relationship with science by realizing that science does not demote my religious views but rather,
can have the power to strengthen my religious beliefs depending on how I choose to view the
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scientific information. Not only did we have tools in the class room to further understand
constellations, but we also were able to first hand observe the stars with school telescopes. My
knowledge of the sky greatly changed over this semester. Because of my experience in class, I
can now share my understanding of stars, planets, and specific constellations with other people,
which, to me, is the most important reason for educating myself. My relationship with science
has grown to a point where I am not afraid to step into a science class with the possibility of my
beliefs being challenged. I now have confidence that science and religion can sometimes
complement each other and can exist peacefully together.
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Social Science
First Place: Dana Murray, “Review of literature Concerning the
Convention on the Rights of the Child”(Dr. Roy)

Introduction
On the 2nd of September in 1990 the United Nations Convention (UNCRC) on the Rights
of the Child went into effect and has since received nearly universal ratification (Doek and
Liefaard 2015). Articles 1-42 of the convention outline the different child’s rights that states are
obligated to protect. Signatory states to the UNCRC are bound by international law to uphold the
civil, political, economic, social, health and cultural rights of all minors (Shaw 2008). Article 43
of the Convention created the Committee for the Rights of the Child (CRC) to help monitor the
implementation of the UNCRC by reviewing regular reports submitted by signatory states
(Hodgkin and Newell 2007). The last 25 years of the UNCRC has revealed improvements in the
protections for children’s rights brought about by the convention (UNICEF 2014) however,
many children still experience bad conditions and there is room for great improvement.
In this literature review I will be examining the writing concerning the impact of the UNCRC,
the limitations of self-reporting as a mechanism for monitoring implementation, and the need to
expand the information base used to monitor state compliance by providing more reporting
sources than the state itself. More research is necessary to expand understanding of what is
working and what needs improvement with the implementation and monitoring mechanisms of
the UNCRC. The literature reviewed in this essay reveal gapes within information. Only one of
the sources regarding self-reporting and the need for an expanded information base cites an
actual report given by a country. While many of the sources give suggestions for how to improve
the information base, none of them give details about how these sources of reporting can be
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included in the UNCRC. For research in the future it is necessary to examine the status of selfreporting by individual states, the possibilities for including NGOs into the reporting process, as
well as the implications for implementing national Committees on the Rights of the Child. This
literature review will discuss the scholarly opinions of the three aforementioned themes.
Criticisms of the literature that has been published will follow to reveal in detail the information
gaps that have been found during research. Gaps reveal research that must be done in the future
to provide a more complete understanding of the current status of the Rights of the.
Themes:
Impact of the Convention on the Rights of the Child
Since the ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, increasing attention has been
given to safeguarding the rights that all children are entitled to under the UNCRC which are
designed to help guide states protect the best interest of the child. Many countries have adopted
special legislation to protect the right to life (Article 6), right to identity (Article 8), right to
freedoms of expression (Article 13) and thought (Article 14), and many other rights that children
are entitled to (Hodgkin and Newell 2007). Many scholars agree that progress has been made to
protect these rights since the UNCRC’s ratification. The growing amount of case law regarding
the rights of the child reveals as proof of progress (Blanchfield 2013; Davidson 2014; Doek and
Liefaard 2015; Fortin 2009). The UNICEF report gives a detailed statistical analysis of the
improvements that have been made regarding the rights of the child. Some children benefit
widely from the actions brought about by the ratification of the UNCRC however many children
are left relatively unaffected by the convention (UNICEF 2015)
Limitations of Self-Reporting
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Once a state signs the Convention on the Rights of the Child they are given two years to
submit a mandatory initial report outlining the current status of children within the state as well
as the legislation that has been passed to protect child’s rights. After the initial report, states must
submit reports every five years in order to meet the standards set by Articles 43-54 of the CRC
(UNICEF 2014). Self-reporting is the main mechanism for monitoring state improvement and
compliance to the obligations under the convention and while it provides an important view into
a state’s progress, many scholars agree that self-reporting in itself is an insufficient measurement
for state compliance (Cohen, Hart, and Kosloske 1996; Feria 2015; McSweeney 1993;
Mehendale 2004; Ramesha 2001). The scholars that I have reviewed cite inconsistency with
reports, failure to file reports, bias seen by the state, and a lack of sufficient guidelines by the
Committee on the Rights of the Child as main reasons why self-reporting is not a sufficient
measurement mechanism. It is evident that many signatory states tend towards inconsistency
with their reporting procedures. Many sources regarding self-reporting cite the need for
implementing a system of continuous communication between states and the committee on the
rights of the child would help to ease the burden of infrequent reporting (Feria 2015; Mehendale
2004). States have failed to file their first report despite 25 years having passed since passing the
UNCRC (Mehendale 2004). Other human rights treaties rely on the “naming and shaming”
method of enforcement which helps place states who are not in compliance in the international
spotlight (Hafner-Burton 2008), the same mechanism, and others used by other UN human rights
treaties, can be used to pressure states into submitting not only their initial self-reports, but also
the report required every five years (Mehendale 2004; McSweeney 1993).
Mehendale used the 2004 report from India as an example for the inadequacy with reporting.
Due to partially to vague guidelines by the Committee on the Rights of the Child, India
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submitted a 450 page report that covered some areas in detail but left other important areas out
completely (Mehendale 2004). This points to the necessity of specific guidelines for states
created by the CRC. Organizations such as Childs Rights Connect have compiled a guidelines
for NGOs that wish to report on the Rights of the Child, according to many of the sources
reviewed there remains a lack of succinct guidelines for states regarding the structure and scope
of their reports (Child Rights Connect 2013).
Broader Information Base
Currently the information base provided to the Committee on the Rights of the Child for review
of implementation by each states comes mainly from the state itself in the form of self-reporting.
A few other organizations, such as UNICEF, provide outside information to the Committee as
well. Many scholars agree that in order to understand what state are doing with the convention,
what the limitations of the convention really are, and what areas need to be given attention to in
order to help states with the implementation, we are in need of a much broader information base
(Hammarberg 1990; McSweeny 1993; Mehendale 2004; Ramesha 2001). The scholars suggest
that a broader information base can be achieved through requesting consistent reports by NGOs
related to human rights, creating an avenue for discussion between children and the Committee
on the Rights of the Child, and implementing the monitoring mechanisms of other UN human
rights treaties. Mehendale suggests requesting reports by NGOs in order to supplement selfreports given by states as they are not adequate on their own. It is pointed out that there is no
current avenue of discussion between children, or a spokesperson for the children, and the
committee and implementing one could provide an important way to assess abuses of rights
(McSweeney 1993; Mehendale 2004). According to these sources, an avenue for communication
can be established through the implementation of national committees on the rights of the child
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who would be able to report back to the Committee on the Rights of the Child with firsthand
information about the status of children’s rights.
Criticisms of Current Literature:
There is currently limited research regarding the actual impact of the UNCRC. The current
literature dealing with the impact of the UNCRC covers statistics dealing with the improvement
of the conditions that children are living in today verses those in 1980. The report by UNICEF
celebrating the 25th anniversary of the UNCRC was the most complete, however they did not
provide any suggestions for improving the conditions. The distinction was made that, depending
on conditions, some children benefit greatly from this convention while others benefit only
minimally however I feel as if not enough attention was given to the factors that create that
distinction. Factors such as rural versus urban living, religion, developed versus developing
countries, etc. were mentioned, however none were given substantial detail. The majority of the
literature dealing with the limitations of self-reporting as the mechanism for measuring
implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child says that self-reporting is not in
itself effective enough and states generally give only the information that makes them look like
proponents of children’s rights. Only one of the sources gives a detailed example of a selfreporting, citing India’s 2004 report. All others discussed reporting in broad terms but do not
directly state which countries have given their reports, the length of the reports that have been
given, or which states are not up to date on the reporting process. For the literature dealing with
the necessity for a broader information base to monitor compliance, most of the sources give
examples of places that the information can come from such as other six other UN treaty
mechanisms (Ramesh 2001), the implementation of national committees, and the need for direct
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communication between the Committee on the Rights of the Child and the children directly
affected. None of them explain how these would be implemented.
Areas for Future Research:
It would be important to examine what specific factors lead to compliance by individual states.
Possible factors could include GPD/capita, the predominant religion of the country, and/or the
level of development. I would examine which factors are overlapping in countries that provide
more protections for children’s rights and which factors are similar in countries that do not as
well as the difference between children’s rights in developing countries and developed countries.
To do this it would be important to examine state reports to see what they have to say about their
own progress as well as interviewing non-governmental organizations involved in human rights.
These interviews could cover their observations of specific states and how the UNCRC has
affected the status of children in the last 25 years. Interviewing NGO’s would allow for a
different perspective on the progress that states have made as well as opening up communication
about children’s rights from the perspective of NGOs. This could lead to a type of “naming and
shaming” which could have a positive impact overall on state compliance. It is also necessary to
examine the proposed mechanisms for measuring compliance such as the implementation of
mechanisms used in other UN human rights treaties or the implementation of national
committees to review the status within a country. This would be a more difficult subject to study
with the information that is currently available, however by examining the commitment of
individual states we could assess whether the implementation of more mechanisms would be
well received by the world community and which states we could look to as leaders for
protecting the rights of the child.
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Conclusion
It has become obvious that there are mixed opinions about the Convention on the Rights
of the Child concerning both the Committee on the Rights of the Child’s ability to measure
compliance with the current sources of information and its actual effectiveness to prompt
concern and action for the best interest of the child within signatory states. All of the scholars in
the sources that I have reviewed agree that the rights of the child are important and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child has been a huge step towards cooperation and
improvement within the world community. The current mechanisms for monitoring
implementation are overall insufficient and it is necessary to study the implication of adding
other sources of reporting to the monitoring process. There has been an impact on the status of
the child as a holder of human rights since the ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, however it does not reach all children as it is intended and there remains substantial room
for improvement. Future research on the status of the child in individual states as well as creating
more reporting mechanisms can lead to the improvement of the effectiveness of the Convention
on the Rights of the Child.
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Social Science
Second Place: Denise Nzeyimana, “Bangladesh’s Textile Industry:
Women in Bangladesh’s Ready Made Garment Industry”(Dr. Roy)

For the many women who work in Bangladesh’s ready-made garment sector, specifically
in factories, there are no other options when trying to make a living and provide for their family.
In Bangladesh, the reality for unmarried and young is that they have to get a job. Having a job
liberates them from certain strict religious oppression that include; forbidding the from leaving
their homes without a man, working in fields, working with men, and much less operate in
society without the assistance of a man (Ghosh 2014).
Every year many garment companies and business maximize their profit and production
by outsourcing their garments in factories in places like Bangladesh. Since Bangladesh’s
introduction to a neo-liberal and open market system, they have produced economic growth and
development on and exponential level. This has been specifically prevalent in their garments and
textile industry which accounts for the majority of their export industry. Many popular western,
high-end fashion companies have outsourced their labor to Bangladesh because of its low wages
and almost non-existent labor policies. Some of the companies that have outsourced to
Bangladesh include H&M, Nike, Walmart, The Gap, Victoria’s Secret, Disney, Sears (MacIntyre
2014).
Accordingly, women risk working in highly stressful and strenuous environment, and
sometimes are not even guaranteed the minimum wage. Although the majority of women do
receive the minimum wage, only “91% receive minimum wage” (Absar 2002). Their monthly
income varies with occupation and overtime. On an average, they earn “$20-$70” (Kabeer 1991)
per month. Most of the employees who make up the labor force in the garment industry are
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women who come from rural areas of Bangladesh and migrate to Dhaka (Bangladesh’s capital).
Women make up the majority of the RMG production population accounting for “over 90% of
the…workers” (Absar 2002) .In total women in the RMG and textile industry account “for about
70 per cent of the total female employment in the country's manufacturing sector (Absar 2002).
Many of these women who accept the torturous working conditions do so because that is
their only source of a stable income. Some of the harsh conditions women must accept working
in include lack of fire safety, lack of spacing of machines, lack of access to emergency exits,
weak factory infrastructure and working long periods of time without breaks. All of these factors
contribute to a high-stress environment which can ultimately lead to health issues. Since most of
the workers are women, they face specific health issues that are only prevalent among women in
these positions which include malnutrition, reproductive health problems and various community
diseases. In garment industries, normally maternity leave is for 30 days and maximum 60 days.
But Govt. Rule of maternity leave is 04 (Four) months with pay. Pregnant female workers suffer
from malnutrition and anemia along with other serious complication (Tania 2014). Regarding the
physical conditions of the buildings and factories, some of the factors included in the harsh
conditions include “substandard buildings, poor emergency procedures, blocked fire exits,
overcrowded workplaces, and vastly inadequate control and auditing practices” (FashionFatal
2013).
Similar to many women in developing countries, the reason for a lack of opportunity for
these women stems mainly from a lack education being provided to them in their rural
hometowns, and general educational support in their communities. In Bangladesh, only women
and girls who come from wealthy and upper-middle class families are provided with the luxury
of a standard education (and even in certain situations, they do not get familial support in
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pursuing their education). In a developing country such as Bangladesh, a women’s opportunity to
grow independently (or without limitation) is hindered by cultural norms that usually tie back to
its history, society and most heavily followed religion. In fact, in Bangladesh “socially
sanctioned norms such as “Purdah” [an Islamic concept] (female seclusion) have enforced
women’s absence from public employment for most of its (Bangladesh’s) known history”
(Kabeer 1991).
Although these women make up a large portion of the ready-made garment sector, they
are still forced to work under extremely unsafe and unhealthy working conditions. It is not a
coincidence that a majority of these factories are in poor condition and these women are being
treated as second-class citizens. Their lives are not being valued and this is being made clear and
indisputably through their deplorable working conditions, low wages and overall lack of respect
for their occupational safety. While being employed by many of these ready-made garment
factories, women are not given the western luxuries like the tolerance of workers unions, which
makes it very hard for them to have a platform to express their concerns. Many of these women
accept these harsh conditions because they recognize the fact that if they speak out against their
brash work environment they will severely penalized by getting fired and easily replaced by
someone else who wants their job. One woman summed up workers unions in the RGM industry
by saying “A union is like an umbrella…We won’t get wet in the rain, and we won’t get hot in
the sun.” (Wallace 2015). By this she means that unions are a way of providing safety regardless
of the economic factors that are out of the hands of the individual workers.
As a result of the poor working and physical conditions of the factory’s infrastructure on
April 24, 2013, in Bangladesh’s capital of Dhaka, the tragic collapse of an eight story building
named Rana Plaza collapsed. The building had five different garment factories inside, and later
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went on record as the most tragic occurrence that has ever happened in the textile industry. The
collapse caused the death of 1,138 workers were killed while injuring 2,500. Many of the injured
workers were trapped in the building for days (ILRF 2013). Closely following the tragedy in
Dhaka, the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh was created. This “accord is an
independent, legally binding agreement between brands and trade unions designed to work
towards a safe and healthy Bangladeshi Ready-Made Garment Industry. Its purpose is to enable a
working environment in which no worker needs to fear fires, buildings collapsing, or other
accidents that could be prevented with reasonable health and safety measures” (Rahman 2014).
According to Rahman (2014), 190 brands, 1600 factories, and 2 million workers are
currently included in this five-year agreement. Additionally, the main goals of the agreement
includes ensuring worker safety and improving conditions by conducting independent
inspections in which workers and trade unions are involved. Also, among the main goals include
public disclosure of all factories, inspection reports, Corrective Action Plans (CAP),
democratically elected health and safety committees in all factories to identify and act on health
and safety risks, [and promoting] worker empowerment through an extensive training program,
complaints mechanism and the right to refuse unsafe work.” (Rahman 2014). This accord has
been sponsored by the Secretary General of the United Nations (UN), the International Labor
Organization (ILO), and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
(Rahman 2014). The strongest attributes of the agreement include the fact that it highlights the
importance of worker-boss interaction and has independent parties check on the conditions of the
factory (in hopes of eliminating the possibility of bribery and corruption). Additionally, this is
the only agreement that involves global organizations such as the UN, ILO and OECD.
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Unfortunately, some of the weaknesses of this agreement include the fact that with the
newly established freedom to create trade unions, political corruption has been given a wider
opportunity to come into the picture. Incidentally, political parties have been exploiting the
advantages of this agreement by using bribery and other forms of malfeasance to financially fund
the workers and trade unions in hopes of gaining political advantage in future elections (Rahman
2014). This specific kind of manipulation on the agreement has caused it to lose power over
improving and stabilizing the working conditions within all the parties who agreed to be
involved with the ACFBSB.
Based on the challenges faced and critiques of the ACFBSB, I would create a policy that
was very similar to the agreement but change specific details in terms of where absolute power
was placed. My policy would include achieving all of the same goals as the ACFBSB, but
instead of giving power to local government, I would require absolute advantage and control to
be the responsibility of the international government such as the UN and ILO. I would create an
agreement that would leave virtually no room for local politics and underlying agendas to detour
from the main purpose, which is creating safer occupational environments and spaces for
workers. By eliminating the involvement of local, state and national governmental intervention
(with the exception of their agreement to abide and participate in the agreement), I could create a
space for true reform and progress in Bangladesh’s ready-made garment industry.
I believe this could work because International agencies tend to be more responsible
when it comes to implementing and following through with policies they associate with and are
in charge of. My policy does not include shifting or changing the social dynamics of the entire
country or economically distorting Bangladesh’s economy, but instead focusses of providing
healthy environments for workers. I also think this my policy would be effective because it is not
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something that is considered radical due to the fact that many international labor policies and
laws have been passed. Including the ILO is imperative because my policy has a similar
objective to their overall goal which is, to protect the “collective bargaining rights of all
workers” (Carabetta 2014). In the past there has been the success of other international labor
legislative actions passed by the ILO including the Occupational health and Safety Convention
of 1981, Labor Inspection Convention of 1957, workers conditions convention of 1981. All of
these policies have contributed to the overall goal of achieving better working conditions
globally.
The consequences for the factory owners who do not abide by the rules would be strict
sanctions that could have the power to ultimately weaken Bangladesh’s textile industry. Along
with punishing Bangladesh’s factory owners, my policy would affect the high end fashion
companies who are the reason that the factories exist in the first place. By creating a high tariff,
these high end fashion companies would be discouraged to outsource to Bangladesh which
would ultimately have a large effect on Bangladesh’s economy since the RGM sector accounts
for a majority of their economy. With the money raised from tariffs, I would allocate it towards
aiding underpaid or mistreated labor workers. My intent would is that instead of Bangladesh
factory owners not following the rules and being sanctioned, they would recognize their initial
opportunity cost of not following the policy and simply abide by the rules.
Additionally, organizations like the U.N and the ILO would not be open to scandals or
corruption because they would not have anything to gain politically, financially or economically
from these kinds of agreements. By bringing more focus on the actual conflict, I believe there
will be more progress created because there are no external factors that will serve as deterrents to
helping the initial cause. In conclusion, the main issue with the ACFBSB is the fact that it gives
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too much power to Bangladesh’s government which causes political disruptions and corruption.
Therefore, with my policy I would drastically improve the implementation of better occupational
conditions by giving absolute power and control to the U.N and ILO.
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